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INTRODUCTION
The organized school library movement is
increasingly vital to our present needs.

e~eedingly

young, but

It is really a twentieth cen-

tury phenomenon, explicable only in the light of educational developments of the last 25 years.

A few short years ago the commonly recog-

nized instruments of instruction were limited to a single textbook, a
dictionary, and possibly an encyclopedia.
which have

~1ected

Tremendous changes, however,

all phases of administration and in8truction, have

taken place in.our educational system, and today

t~e

single textbook is

no longer considered adequate to fill the supreme position it once held.
Instead, the modern teacher has adopted various techniques designed to
meet the needs of individual differenoes found within the group.

These

modern methods of classroom teaching reqaire a more extensive use of
reference materials than ever before and are placing new demands upon
the secondary school library, making the library's place one of singular
importance in the school.
~ducator8

are now emphasizing the value of the school library to

present-day education.

Engelhardt expresses this idea:

The school library has arrived as an organization unit of
a school around which rotates much of the work carried on in the
schools. In each instructional division, in the offices of the
superintendent and his staff, and in the workroom of the teachers
one observes the library as a functioning service. The schools
are being transformed through the increasing appreciation of the
possibilities latent in the extended use of the library as a workshop and recreational center. The modern teacher no longer depends 801e1y on one textbook; and the curriculums of the schools
make increasing demands upon the printed, the visual and the disp1~ materials.l
1 Engelhardt. Pred.

Public-School Organization and Administration. p.

403.
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Carpenter and Rafi add this statement:
A well-equipped librar,r 1s one of the essential parts of
a modern high school. It is almost impossible to conceive of
superior instruction on a secondary level which does not consistently utilize this unit of the school plant.2
Dean Russell of Teacherl College, Columbia University, substantiate. these

~otations

as follows:

!here is growing up in the field, however, a new appreciation of the possibilities of the school library. Manr believe
that it will become, far more than anywhere at present, an integral part of the life of the school, assuming a close and
intimate relationShip to all its activities. This results from
a number of so-called modern educational developments. particularly the tendency toward individual instruction, the better
training of teachers, and the movements resul¥.ng in the partial
breakdown of old subject matter 41visions.3
It is quite evident that if the librar,r is to attain and maintain
its position, the department must be considered on a par with
the other departments.

aQ1

of

Lathrop confirms this statement by sqing:

Rooml for libraries are as neeessary as rooms for labor~
tories, auditoriums, and gymnasiums; and librarians are as important as teachers. Todq the library is the very heart of the
school, pulsating not on!)" with the activities of every classroom and ever,. laboratorr. but also with the extr~curricular
activities of the school. What goes on in the library 1s an
index to the potency of the school.4
~oting

John S. Cooper, former U.S. Commissioner of Education,

from his Letter of Transmittal at the beginning of Lathrop's State
Direction of Rural School Librarz Service we read:
Schoola were never so dependent upon adequate librar,r
facilities 88 they are at the present time. This condition
bas come about larp17 through modern school curricula which
demand for their exe~tion larger collections of books, mag~
lines, and other reading matter relating to m~ subjects. At
the present time much stress is being placed upon the necessity
for well-trained teachers and supervisors of instruction. It
2 Carpenter, W. W., and RUtl, J oha. The Teacher and Second.arz School
Administration. p. 62.
3 IUssell. William J. Educational Develoiments and the School Library. p.50.
If. Lathrop, Edith A. "The Library in the mall High School.'

-3is poor economJ to provide a highly trained teaChing personnel
and withhold the tools necessary for good instruction. Libraries,
like maps, globes, blackboards, and laboratory equipment, are
tools ot instruction. !he need tor better librar,r facilities
for children liviDg ia the rural areas of our country is ver-r
great. 5
According to these educational leaders, there 1s an apparent need
for educators becoming acquainted with the problem ot the secondar,r
school library and learning something with respect to 1 ts adequ8C7 and
effectiveness in the school.
S!.A.DKD'! OJ

m

PRfmLlllM

It is the purpose of the present

stu~

to det.rmine, and, as tar

as possible, to evaluate in terms ot the Oooperative Study of Secondary
School Staadards

6 the following items as tound in 5 selected high school

libraries in Borthern Utah:

(1) obJectives, (2) librar7 materials, in-

cluding book collection, periodicals, pamphlets, clippings, bulletins,
and visual aids, (3) organization and administration, includiDg tinances,
librar,y personnel, classification and catalogiDg, accessibilit7 of the
libr&r7, and the librarian's responsibilities. (4) selection of librar.y
material., (5) utilization of the librar,y, (6) housing and equipping
the library, and (7) special characteristics.
Since an administrator must know the characteristics of an effective libr&r7. some of the prevailing practices among the various librariea, and the actual characteristics ot the librar,y in question betore he
can actually carry- forth a program of library reconstruction. this
m~

stu~

be of value in focusing attention to the needs of the high school

libr&r7, and directing the administrator's attention toward current

5 Lathrop, Edith A. State Direction of aural School Library Service. p. T.

6 Cooperative Study of Secondar.r School Standards. Evaluation of a
Secondary School Libr8£l.

Eass1m.

-4trends, thus aiding the library to assume its proper place in the modern
secondary school program.
REVIEW OF LI1'IRATURBl

Library surTeys are quite numerous throughout the United States,
ranging from small studies conducted by individual investigators to the
extensive studies of accrediting agencies and organizations that are
national in scope.

Outstanding among these are the studies of :B. Lamar

Johnson in the National Survey of Secondary Education, and the Cooperative
Study of Secondary School Standards with Walter C. Eells acting as chairman.

.
Mr.

f

Johnson sought to obtain information concerning a large number

of what were considered outstanding high school libraries in the United
States.

The purposes of his investigation were:

First, to list and describe activities and devices used in
outstanding secondar.f-schoo1 libraries.
Second, to present data regarding the administration, staff,
and facilities of libraries in secondary schools (a) from studies
alre~ made, and (b) from facts regarding libraries in schools
recommended as having outstanding library service.
Third, to interpret certain problems of the secondary-school
library in the light of evidence from a study of the use made of
outstanding high-school libraries.
Fourth, to propose for further investigation prob1ems.re1ating
to the secondary-school 1ibrary.7
The initial step. in this survey was to identify outstanding libraries
in secondary schools.

Through a process of elimination Johnson reduced

the 1,027 schools recommended as having outstanding library service to
620.

To these schools were sent inquiry forms regarding the school

library, its administration, ita equipment. and its staff.

7 Johnson,

:B. Lamar.

The Secondary-School Library.

p. 2.

Returns were

-5received from 390 schools in 46 states and the District of Columbia.
After a careful stu~ of these replies,
selected to be visited.

One

~

44 schools in 15 states were

was usually spent in each school.

although in some of the larger schools the visit extended over a 2-daf
period.

During each visit a conference was held with the librarian

in an attempt to discover in detail the administration of the library
and to get information regarding devices and acti vi ties found to be
particularly valuable.

His findings are as follows:

1. Librarians, teacher-librarians, and principals agree
that the two most important functions of the secondary-school
libra.17 are (a) to enrich the curriculum and h) to provide
fot worthy use of leisure time.
2. Inadequate facilities and inadequate staff are the
difficulties most often reported by the high-school libraries
taking part in this 8tu~.

3. The Dewey decimal system of classification is the method
of classifying books dominately used in secondar.y-school libraries.
4. In practically all high-school libraries teachers are
encouraged to suggest books to be ordered.

5. The results of this investigation and of previous studies
agree in indicating the practice in many high schools of employing
teachers without library training, to assign these teachers fulltime teaching loads, and in addi tio.n to ask them to take charge
of the school libraries.
6. Pupil assistants are being used in most high-school libraries, and they are performing a wide range of activities.
1. High schools use various procedures for admitting pupils
to their libraries. A number of schools report successful use of
a method by means of which pupils go to the library freely without
having their attendance checked at anT time.
S.Most librarians do not approve of having the library and
hall combined. Principals, however, look with favor on the
combination plan. A stu~ of the use made of library materials
indicates that these materials are used more in schools having
library-study halls than in schools whose libraries are separate.
stu~

9. Regular instruction in the use of books and of libraries

-6is given in approximately two-thirds of the schools taking part
in this study. Studies of high-school libraries more typical of
those of the Nation than those included in this investigation
indicate that instruction in the use of books 1s given in less
than one-third of the high schools.
10. Many high-school libraries do not keep records of circulation. In those libraries which do record data concerning
circulation there is great difference in the methods of keeping
these data and also in the data which are kept.
11. Junior high school pupils use the school library for
pleasure reading more than do senior high school pupils. Senior
high school pupils, however, make more use of the school library
in connection with their school work than do pupils in junior
high school.
12. The classroom library, the departmental library. the
circulation
of books to the classroom for short
periods of time,
.
f
and the sending of pupils to the library ,during class periods are
representative of the means by which the library is being adapted
to the newer methods of classroom procedure.

13. High-school librarians report the use of many devices for
encouraging recreational reading, for interesting teachers in the
library, and for encouraging the use of the library in the preparation of school work.
14. High-school librarians state that teachers can do much to
improve service by giving early notice of library materials which
they or their pupils will need.

15. A number of high-school libraries receive cooperation
and help from city libraries. county libraries, and State libraries.
16. Persons from outside the school are more often permitted
to use the libraries in small high schools than in larger ones.
17. The small high school is a particularly difficul t situation
in which to develop satisfactory library service. The use of the
high-school library by the public, the use of the high-school
library by elementary-school pupils, the development of county
library systems, and the consolidation of school districts are
methods which have been reported as successful in increasing the
size of the group which the library in the small high school serves.8
The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, frequently
referred to in this paper as the Cooperative Study, is the most elaborate
study of measurement and eValuation ever made in the secondary school.
8' JobalOJl, B. Lamar.

The Second.arz-School Library.

pp. 103-104.

It

-7had its inception in a series of suggestions and proposals between
February 1928 and August 1933 with the first definite step in February
1932 when the National Association of Officers of Regional Associations
proposed a cooperative study of secondary school standards.

They felt

that the 6 accrediting systems in the country accredited schools in
terms of minimum standards, leaving no stimulation for growth.

They

desired a formulation of objectives so definite, so adequate. and so
directive that the entire school would be affected by them.

Numerous

conferences were held until a partial organization had been completed.
On November

4 and 5, 1933. at a meeting of the Exeoutive Oommittee,

the purposes and general plan were formulated.

!hese purposes are

implied in the following questions:
1.

What are the characteristics of a good secondary school?

2.

What practicable means and methods m~ be employed to evaluate
the effectiveness of a school in terms of its objectives?

3.

By what means and processes does a good school develop into a
better one'

4. How can regional associations stimulate secondary schools to
continuous growtht9
The Cooperative Study was in charge of a General Committee made up
of 21 members representing the 6 accrediting associations.

With them

were advisory members representing the National Committee on Research
in Secondary Education, The American Council on Education, !he National
Education Association, The North Oentral Association Committee on Revision
of Standards for Higher Institutions, and the United States Office of
Education.

An Executive Committee of 9 members supervised the general

program while an Administrative Committee took charge of the details of

9 Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards.
a Secondary School.

p. 1.

How to Evaluate

-8administration.

To centralize the survey an office was established in

Washington, D. C., with a Coordinator, Walter C. Eells, in charge.
The Cooperative Study has been divided into 4 periods.

The first

was actively begun in July 1934 when collaborators in 14 higher institutions had advanced graduate student. read approximately 2,500 research
studies and committee reports.

Classification of characteristics of a

good secondary school were critically examined, reorganized, criticized
again and again by authorities, finally being reorganized and printed
as "Evaluative Criteria" for use in 200 secondary schools selected for
the test.

This survey examined all phases of the _econdary school.

Library Service was only one very important phase of the entire Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards.
In the second period more than 200 secondar,y schools, of a wide
variety of types and locations, were invited to participate.

The main

features of this evaluation were:
1.

An evaluation of each school by its own staff, using the
IYaluaiive Criteria as a basis.

2.

A

3.

testing program in which sophomore, Junior, and senior
pupils in each school were tested for scholastic ability,
achievement, and social attitudes in October and again for
achievement and social aUi tudes in Ma~1i a total of more than
17,000 pupils were tested.

4.

A study of success in college of approximately 13,000 graduates.

5.

A follow-up study of a group of almost 6,000 pupils who did

study of each of the schools by a visiting committee consisting of at least three competent educators; this survey
was based chiefly upon evaluations in terms of the printed
criteria.

A

not enter college.

6. Judgments of parents of almost 7,000 secondary school seniors.
7.

Judgment of more than 17,000 pupils in the schoo1. l0

10 ~., p. 5.

'"'9,-

!he third phase was largely

~ent

in summarization, analysis,

interpretation, and revision of the data collected.

About 150,000

eValuations were summarized for the development of norms for the various
types, sizes, accreditations, and locations of schools studied.

Pe~

centile norms and thermometers scales, called Jducational Temperatures,
were devised to graphically report 135 different aspects of the Bchool
including, of course, all aspects of the secondary school library.
The fourth period was mostll a period of further experimentation
and interpretation after whiCh the publications were again revised.
Oomplete reports were prepared and have been publhiled as 6 separate
volumes.
Realizing that a library can be studied and evaluated only in terms
of its own settiD&, and also that a school should be judged as a whole,
not as a sum of its separate parts, the Oooperative Study of Secondary
School Standards hesi tantly issued a book: called Ivaluation of a
Secondary School Library.

Becanse of special demand they gathered

fro~

their work all material whiCh pertained directly to the library and
published it in this separate pamphlet.
A series of checklists and evaluations on the following subjects
are found in the pamphlet:

inventory of library material, organization

and administration, selection of library materials, teachers' use of
libraries, pupils t use of l1:braries, library and reading rooms in dormitorie., library sta:tf. supplementary data, general summary of library
service, general eValuation of library service, health and sa:tety of the
school population,

econo~

and efficiency, educa_ional program of the

school, operation of the guidance program, professional staff, school
and community relations, and personal data for the librarian under the
follOWing titles:

preparation, improvement in service, and qualifications

-10as a staff member.

To obtain a summary score of the library, each of

the above items was assigned a weight according to its importance as
determined by various members of the Cooperative Study.
weighted percentiles of

From the

14 of the above items was found the final

summary score of a library as a whole.

lor means of graphic representation and stimulation of libraries,

33 thermometer scales, improvised to measure the different aspect of a
library, were included in the Evaluation of a Secondary School Library.
These 33 thermometers, 26 regular and 7 experimental. facilitate comparisons with other sChools of similar size. type, pcoreditation, and
regional location.

Norms have been developed from the various

tions made by the Cooperative
evaluationa. and weights

Stu~

~oted

during its survey.

evalu~

All norms,

in the present study are adapted from

the Cooperative Study's Ivaluation of a Secondary SChool Library.
SOURCES OF DATA
The High Sohool Library Information Sheet.

To accomplish the pur-

poses of this study, the writer decided to secure the data needed through
the media of questionnaires and personal visits to the 5 high schools
being investigated.

Two questionnaires. being essential features of the

study, were carefully constructed after the writer had exhausted available reference material upon the subject.

The first and most detailed

questionnaire was the High School Library Information Sheet(a) consisting of 8 sections and containing 162 questions.

series of evaluations included.

There was also a

The High School Library Information

Sheet was made up of the following sections:

general information,

objectives, inventory of the library materials, organization and
(a).

cf.

Appendix A. p.
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administration, selection of library materials, utilization of the
library, housing and eqo.ipping the library, and special characteristics
of library service.
The Teachers' Use of the Library Questionnaire.

The second ques-

tionnaire formulated was the Teachers' Use of Library Questionnaire(b).
This questionnaire was composed of 5 items concerning library use by
the teachers themselves.
PROClllDUlUl USED IN COLLECTING THE DATA
In the fall and early winter of 1939 the 2 questionnaires were taken
by the investigator to the 5 high schools of
in the

stu~.

North~n

Utah participating

Each teacher on the faculty was asked to fill out the

information called for in the Teachers' Use of the Library Questionnaire.
Each librarian was asked to fill out the various items called for in
the High School Library Information Sheet.

However, the investigator

discussed the questions with each librarian in a personal conference.
This procedure, although consuming the librarians' valuable time,
produced better understanding on the part of both investigator and
librarian, assuring more accurate answers than a mere statement or
word would give.
Included in the High School Library Information Sheet was a series
of evaluations of the different aspects of the Library.

These

eval~

tiona were based upon the following 5-point rating scale which was

se~

up by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards:
5.--Hignly satisfactory or practically perfect: the provisions or
conditions are present and functioning almost perfectly
4.--Verl good; distinctly above average; the provisions or conditions are present and fUnctioning very well
3.--Averf!e; the provisions or conditions are present and functioning a1rly well
2.--Poor; distinctly below average; the provisions or conditions
(b) cf.

Appendix~.

p.

are present in an inadequs.te amount or, if present, are
functioning poorly
l.--Very poor; the provisions or conditions, although needed,
are very poorly met or not present at all
N.--Does not apply.ll
Three persons were to evaluate each part in this questionnaire.
the librarian was to evaluate her own library and servi.ces.

First,

Second.

the principal of tne school was asked to evaluate the school's library
on exactly the same points used by the

Some acquiesced

libra~ian.

while others declined for various reasons.

A third evaluation was

attempted by the investigator whose sole knowledge came from responses
i

made by.the library staff and observation during tne personal visit.
The average of these two or three evaluations was cOJlsidered adequate
for the purposes of this study.
The data from the two questionnaires were then summarized and
lated for use in various comparisons.

tab~

During the process of comparisons

the evaluations were applied to the regular thermometer scales of the
Cooperative Study as found in Evaluation of a Secondary School Library.
These thermometer scales as set up by the Cooperative Study, facilitated
comparisons with the percentile achieved by the average school affiliated with the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools
and the average secondary school classed as a large high school by the
Cooperative Study.

These 2 items are stressed as all 5 high schools

included in the present survey are classed as large high school s by
the Cooperative Study and are affiliated with the Northwest Association,
as the

Nor~west

Association of Secondary and Higher Schools is fre-

quently termed in
11

~is

report.

Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards.
Secondary School Library. p. S.

Evaluation of a

mES OF SCHOOLS STUDIED
The 5 high schools used in the present survey were chosen mainly
because of geographic location.

However. the

5 high schools also

present a great amount of similarity in size, organization. aDd accrealtation.

Those selected for the stud7 were Bear River High School,

Box Elder High School, Logan High School, Borth Cache High School, and
!able 1 shows the 5 schools and some compara-

South Cache High School.

All 5 schools fall wi thin the large high

tive data regarding them.
school group. defined

the Cooperative Stud7 as having an enrollment

by

of 500-1000 pupils, and are accredited. as previousl;r mentioned, by
~

the lorthwest Association.

!he 5 schools haTe a minimum enrollment of

640, a maximum enrollment of 900.

and

an average enrollment of 729.8

pupils, thus coming well within the large school range.
The 5 schools in the

stu~

have been assigned code numbers by

which they will be known throughout the remainder of the paper.

!he

code number haa no significance vhateTer except, for obvious reasons,
to conceal the identities of the schools concerned.

t!""

•

~~ ~0~}

t

-114Table

1. The enrollment, number of teachers, classification as to
size. type of organization, accreditation, and location
of 2 selectedhi~h schools of Northern Utah

',i

Enrollment
Number
of teachers

':Bear River' :Box Elder

, Logan

I

t

•
,t

,

I

713
31

•

f

1

t

I

t

,
f

9.00

40

,t

large

756

8-4

t
't
I

•
• Garland ,

•

,
I

640

,
1

t

26

large

•
•

large

'

,
,

i

t

•
6-2-4

,
,

'North CacheiSouth Cache

,
•

6-3-3

;

6-3-3

,
t

•

Northwest •Northwest , Northwest

•

I

t

I
t

36

I

Accred.! tation .,orthwest
Location of
school

,
I

Classification.•
as to size
large
Type of
organization

,f Schools

f

:Brigham

•
I

Logan

,
I

Richmond

640

25
large

8-4
lIorthwest

•
•

Hyrum

-15CHAPTER I

OBJECTIVES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY
Objectives as Stated by the Writers in the School Library

Fiel~.

The library should not be considered as a separate unit of the school
but as an integral part of the entire school's work.

It is quite

definitely related to the curriculum. pupil activity program, the instructional staff, instructional methods used, to the other divisions
of the plant, and to the general administration of the school.

Library

development and library service should be definitely related to all
divisions of the school's organization and

.

activit~es.
f

As a unifying

agent of the school, the library should not allow itself to overlook
or overemphasize

an:r particular phases of the school. Adapting i teelf

to the peculiar needs of its school system, each library will naturally
differ slightly from the others, building its specific objectives upon,
and as a consequence of, specific needs and situations.
Logasa, while commenting on the objectives of a school library,
s~s:

Conditions in the cor1munity, adolescent characteristics,
and the objectives in the school will determine the specific
objectives of the school community so that it may adapt
itself to the particular situation in which it is placed.
It is therefore essential that the librarian in organizing
the library service and in building up the book collection,
should be familiar with all the conditions in the school
and in the community. If the purposes of the library in
the school are to be intelligently carried out, the librarian must make a study of the conditions under which library
service is to function. That presupposes that she will be
familiar with all the objectives of the various departments
of the school; for only when all the factors in the educa.tional situation are known to the librarian can she formulate
objectives for the library.12
Just as there are general objectives for secondary education as a
12

Logasa, Hannah.

The High School Library.

p. 8.

-16whole. so there are objectives for school libraries as a whole.

The

word of same of the well established anthorities in the school library
field

m~

be accepted as presenting the general library objectives

that are commonly recognized

to~.

Miss Lucile Fargo, author of !he Library in the School, and now
of Columbia University, lists school library objectives as:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.·
6.
7.

To enrich the school curriculum by providing libra17 service
for pupils and teachers.
To acquire and organize library materials for school;service.
To give instruction in the independent use of libraries and
of books and tools.
To share with other departments of the schoo~ responsibility
for fruitful social training.
i
To foster informational reading as a life habit.
To encourage the habit of reading for pleasure.
To deYelop the library habit.13

Carleton B. Joeckel. in his recent pamphlet Library Service. lists
the objectives set up by the American Library Association:
To assemble and preserve books and related materials in
organized collections and, through stimulation and guidance, to
promote their use to the end that children. roung people, men,
and women mar have opportunity and encouragement;
To educate themselves continuously;
To aid in the advancement of knowledge;
To improve their capacity for appreciation and production in
cultural fields;
To improve their ability to participate usefully in activities
in which they are involved as citizens;
To equip themselves. and keep themselves equipped, for efficient
activity in useful occupation and practical affairs;
To keep abreast of progress in the sciences and other fields
of knowlsd&e;
To maintain the precious heritage of freedom of expression
and a constru.ctively critical attitude toward all public issues;
To make such use of leisure time as Will promote personal
happiness and social well-being.l~
Fargo, LUcile F. The Libra;r in the SchOOl. p. 12.
113
4 JoeCkel. Carleton B. Library Service. pp. 1-2.

-17The functions most
from:B. Lamar Johnson's
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

fre~ently

stu~

listed on the returned inquiry forms

were:

enrioh ourriculum and supply referenoe material
provide for worthy use of leisure time
train pupils in the use of books and library
serve as a centralizing agenoy for the sohool
train for character
serve teachers
assist in the guidance program of the school. 15

A good summary of objectives is made by Hannah Logasa in these

words:
Eaoh and every library will have objectives whioh will
indicate the potential service it is prepared to give in the
particular school of which it is a part. And pecause conditions
in.schools differ. the general library objectives will differ.
:But all high-school libraries have one thing in oommon, and that
is the goal of potential service. The services that the library
is to perform in the library aims to guide and direct the leisure
reading of the pupils in the school; to give to children, through
books, a knowledge of the world in its diverse form; to help
them discover their own creative abilities and aptitudes; and
make it possible for them to obtain vicarious experiences whioh
w111 add to thei·r apperceptive mass. The seoond direct contribution to the educational program of the sohool is the training it
gives to pupils in the use of books and libraries. Indirectly.
the library serves as a unifying a&ent. and is therefore an adjunct
to all the classrooms. In addition it serves as the clearing
house for all ideas intelleotual and aesthetic, as well as a center
of the social and extra-curriCQlar activities in the school.16
Objectives as S.tated by the Librarians of the 5 Selected
The librarians of the

5 selected

Hi~

Schools.

high sohools were asked to list in sec-

tion II of the questionnaire statements of the objectives of their libraries.

Each one of them complied with the request listing the main

objectives of her library at the time.

Table 2 shows the objectives

listed by the 5 librarians in the survey in order of their frequency.
Each librarian listed some of the same objectives listed by the

15 Johnson. op. oi t.
16 Logasa.

7.
op. ci t., p. 7.
t

p.

-18authorities.

However, because of a present desire to catalog books and

immediately improve the libraries, two librarians had as temporary but
major objectives the classification and cataloging of the books.

Each

librarian seemed to feel that the main objective was that of enriching
the curriculum by

supp~ing

It was strange that

materials for pupils and departmental use.

4 libraries listed the teaching of library technique

as an objective while only one taught any classes in library work.

Be-

sides that one case, only one other school had any definite organized
library instruction, and that was only a part of a unit in English.
very interesting objective--the guidance of

indivi~ual

A

reading--was

f

listed

DY

oDe librarian.

As far as pOSSible, each time a student re-

turned a book the librarian tried to hear personal comments on the book
read.

In return she suggested more books of a little better nature.

Table 2.

Objectives of 5 Northern Utah high school libraries as stated
by their respective librarians
Objective

Frequency

Enrich the curriculum by supplying materials for
departmental and pupil use
Teach library tech~ique
Cataloging and indexing books
Acquaint the faculty with new books
Individual reading guidance
Develop an appreciation and interest in the library
Build up a good reference library
Eliminate -dead" material

4

4

,,

2
2
1
1
1
1

Each librarian also listed the difficulties found in attempting
to realize her objectives.

Table 3 shows the

freq~ency

of these dif-

ficulties as listed by the 5 librarians.
Four librarians felt that many members of the teaching faculty were

-19uninterested, lacked knowledge of the use of the library, or failed to
cooperate with the library.

Right along with these difficulties, the

librarians listed lack of time spent in the library on the part of the
pupils.
Table 3.

Difficulties found in attempting to realize the objectives
of 5 Northern Utah high sChool libraries as stated by their
respective librarians
Difficult)"

Frequency

Iuadequate knowledge and lack of interest on
part of the t eaehing faoul ty
Inadequ~te

4

library staff

3

Lack of time spent in the 1ibrar)" on part of the
students

,

2

Poor location of library in the school

2

Must order certain types of books to hold
Association rating

1

SummB!l.

The objectives of the

5 selected high schools of Northern

Utah seemed to be in accordance with the objectives as stated by most
8lthorities in the library field.
local and temporary.

However, a few objectives were strictly

Five of the most frequently mentioned were:

(1) to

enrich the curriculum by supplying materials for departmental and pupil
use, (2) teach library technique, (3) catalog and index books, (4) acquaint
the facult)" with new books, and (5) individual reading guidance.

Each

librarian felt that there were certain difficulties which hindered the
realization of some of the previously stated objectives.
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CHAPTER II
LIBRARY MATERIALS

The general purpose of this chapter is to present information
about the library materials regarding book inventory, periodicals,
and miscellaneous materials as found in 5 high schools selected for
the study.

A preliminary portion of the chapter is necessari,ly devoted

to the Cooperative

Stu~ls boo~

inventory plan which the present

stu~

follows rather e10sely.
William Ellery Channing has said, "In the best books. great men
talk to us, with us. and give us their most precious thoughts.
i

They

give to 'all who will faithfully use them, the soeiety and the presence
of the best and the greatest of our race."

Surely today, we look upon

the high school library as one agency that supplements the work of the
teacher in the e1assroom, for the library is the great storehouse of
knowledge that has accumulated through the ages.
To~

the high school teacher realizes that the single textbook

is no longer sufficient for his subject matter and as a result,
ments are made from various sourees.

assi~

All subjeets of the curriculum

whether literature, history, seience, or art, to be effectively taught.
depend more and more upon the resources of the library.

This idea is

substantiated by Dr. George Walter Rosenlof who sars:
If teaching is to be interesting. virile, and commanding
will have to be a very complete supplementing of its
activities by a live and growing library, properly selected,
classified, a~d administrated. If the final test ·of education
is to be measured in terms of general intelligence, efficiency,
and high ideals of citizenship, then there is a real place and
function for the librar,y in every school, no matter what mar
be that school's purpose or the type of student it seeks to train.17
the~e

17 Rosenlof, George W. Library Facilities of Teacher-Trainin~
Institutions. p. 7.

With the growth of this method of instruction has developed a welldefined need for an agency to supply the necessary books.

The school

library seems to be the answer to these needs end should therefore
provide adequate resources of books and library materIals for all
purposes of the high school boy and girl.
Referring again to Dr. Rosenlof we read:
The adquaey of library faei11 ties mq be measured 1n terms of
both quantity and quality ••• QuanUty is revealed in number of books
reported for the various classes of knowledge, and the number of
periodicals received including both magazines and newspapers.
Quality is revealed in the distribution of books in the various
classifications of knowledge.1S

The Cooperative Stu&'s :Sook Inventory Plan.

;

Walter O. Eells of

the Oooperative Study says:
The backbone of the resources of a secondary school library
consists of its collection of books and periodicals ••• A satisfactory book collection for a secondary school librarr should
have a fairly high rating in (1) number of titles, (2) balanced
distribution, (3) appropriateness for secondary school purposes,
and (4) recency of pubUcation.19
Older the first point the Oooperative Study counted the titles
instead of the volumes found in the library.

For instance, a library

having 10 copies of Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott was given credit for 1
title and 9 dnplicate copies.

By balanced distribution was meant the

distribution of the titles in the main divisions of the Dewey classification system, while appropriateness was determined by the number of
titles in each class which were also listed in the Wilson Standard
Oatalog for High School Libraries. By recency of publication was
meant the number of titles published wi thin the last 10 years.

Because

of added importance in the social science and natural science groups,
the 300 l s and 500's, respectively, the 000perative Study checked only
Ibid., p. 7.
19 Eells, Walter C.
School Library."
18

"Measurements of the Ade<J!laey of a Secondary
p. 157

-22these 2 groups for recency.

The importance of recency can be seen from

Dr. Eells's statement:
Other factors being equal, a library which haa the largest
percentage of recently published titles in certain fields is
probably superior to one with only a small percentage of recent
titles. This is a particularly important consideration in the
natural sciences and the social sciences.20
;Thermometer scales depicting the percentile scale with national.
regional. size. type, and accreditation norms have been set up for purposes of comparisons.

These norms are to show what conditions are

prevalent, not necessarily 'What should be.

Absolute standards were

avoided as being inferior to comparative norms for, quoting Dr. Eells
again, ""ft.e best available basis for comparison is not a fixed standard
but 1m.~pract1ce in other comparable schools. 0 21
The Cooperative Study has given weights as follows to these

4

factors, on a total basis of 100 points for the complete eValuation of
the library:
percent
Number of titles...............

6

Distribution••••••••••••••••••••

6

A~propriatene8s •••••••••••••••••

4

Recenc7•••••••••..... · ••..••••••

-221

To these

4 factors

the Oooperative Study added a fifth, an evalua-

tion of the general adequacy of each classification.

Giving this factor

a weight of 10 raised the total to 31, making nearly one-third of a
library's rating dependent upon its book colleotion alone.
The Present Stuar's Book Invento;y.

The writer tried to follow the

Cooperative Study's plan for a book inventory, asking the 5 librarians
20
21

Ibid•• p. 160.
Ibid •• p. 158.

-23participating in the survey to list in each class of the Dewey decimal
classification system the number of titles, duplicate copies, number of
titlesm the Wilson Standard Catalog for High School Libraries, and
number of titles copyrighted since 1930, as well as a general evalu&tion of each classification in relation to the needs of the particular
school.

lrom this information the writer found the total number of

titles per school, the distribution of titles in the Dewey decimal system, the appropriateness as measured by the percentage of the library's
titles which are listed in the Wilson Standard Catalog for High School
Libraries, their recency as taken from the percentage of titles in
social science and science groups (the 3OO's and 500' s of t he decimal
classification) which have been copyrighted within 10 years, and the
general evaluation of the adequacy of titles in each classification.
This information, taken from the librarians' answers to section III of
the questionnaire, was tabulated and applied to the Cooperative
thermometers.

Stu~ 1 s

Comparisons were made among the 5 schools studied as

well as with the norms and percentiles of the Northwest Association and
secondary schools classed as large.
Olassification of Titles.

Table 4 shows the relative number of

ti tles possessed by each school in each classification and the Coopera.tive Studz's percentile ratings.

SChool 2 has not been included in

several items because the condition of its book classification made
counting according to the plan adopted practically impossible.
The lower ratings of schools 1 and 4 are not exactly what the figures indicate.

These two schools have large departmental libraries, fllld

the departmental books are not cataloged in the central library.
departmental books would raise the figures, but the present stuc%1

These

included only those books actually cataloged in the central

libr~.

-25Number of

V~lume8.

per pupil in each of the

Table 5 shows the total volumes and volumes

5 selected high schools. To find the total

number of volumes in a school the number of titles and duplicate copies
were added together, except in school 2 where the total number of volumes as reported to the Northwest Association was used.

5. the number of volumes per pupil range

As can be seen from table
from

1.8 to 6.8, a 4ifference of 5.0 books per pupil. This difference

is not

~te

so startling when considered in light of the departmental

libraries possessed by schools 1 and

4. However, the 4 libraries fall

short in total number of volumes per pupil when the results are comi

pared with the number of books per pupil recommended by Fargo in her
book The Librarr in the School.
on its size, should have from

She said that a high school, depending

6 to 10 books per pupil. The smaller the

school population the larger the number of books per pupil.

Just the

contrary is found in the 5 selected high schools for the smaller the
school population, the smaller the book collection per pupil.
Table

5. Total volumes and volumes per pupil as found in 5 selected
hie schools of Northern Utah
School
I

1

2

t

1979

Total number of volumes

f

640

Enrollment
Volumes per pupil

5132

t,
t

756

3
5423

4

5

1153

3583

•• 640

713

5.0

1.8

5.0

900

I

•

3.1

6.8

4.3

4.3

4.3

4.3

- 1.2

2.5

.7

-2.5

f

t

f

Average number of volumes.
per pupil
Deviation from average

I

I I

•

t

4.3
.7

NUmber of Titles.

While

5 compares the total yolumes and

~able

volumes per pupil of libraries studied, table 6 Shows the total number
of titles per school and the percentiles as set up from the thermometer
'scale of the CooperatiTe

s~.

Much

the same relationship exists in

the number of titles as existed in the number of 'ft)lumes of the preceding table with the percentiles'of the schools reporting ranging from

18 to 90. Fifty-seven was the average percentile for the 4 schools. One
school was not included becanse of tne impossibility to count the books e
!he Northwest Association percentile was 47. making the average for the

4 high schools 10 points above the Northwest

Assoc~ation.

!he average

for large schools was 68. making the average of the 5 schools 11 points
belowe

However, three of the 4 schools reporting were equal to or above

the Northwest Association's percentile.

title~

lumber of

was given a

weight of 6 ,out of a possible 100.
Table 6.

Total number of titles and Cooperative Study'. percentile
rating as found in 2 selected high schools of Northern Utah
SChool

,
1
t

I

Total number of titles ,1724

,

Oooperative
percentile

t

Stu~

47 ,•

,

Average percentile of
the 4 schools

•
I

• No data available

*2

1

f
,
3 , 4
5
•
5001 ,, 1003 , 2758
I

90
57

•

33

I

' N.W.

I

,
57 ,

D••1ation from average e -10
52

I

i

t

,

*

, LIIt,e
,, •
I

t

18

•

72

t

9S

47

HI

I
t

57

57

57

~

,-39

15

-10

,

.,
t

57
11

-27Distribution of Titles.

Distribution in the Dewey decimal system,

found according to the plan as formulated by

~

. Cooperative

Stu~t

was measured by the a.verage deviation of the school's percentile rank
on each of the 11 main decimal classifications and from its own average
percentile rank in all of the classifications.

This average deviation

was then applied to the Cooperative Study's distribution thermometer
givl~

each school its percentile rank.

Table 7 shows only the average

deviation and the :percentile rankings of the 4 schools replying to this
section of the questionnaire.

The percentiles range from 20 to 71 with

an average percentile of 33, making 3 schools below the average and one
above.

The Northwest Association's and the large school's ratings were

50 and 47. respectively leaving only one school of the four equal to
or above their standards.
of

The distribution of books was given a weight

6, the same as that given for number of titles.

Ta.ble 7.

Distribution of titles in the Dewey decimal system as
formulated by the Cooperative Study plan in the 5 selected
hi,h schools of Northern Utah
School
i

1
Average deviation
Percentile
Average percentile
for 4 schools
Deviation from
average

•

No data availal>le

1(7
24

t

-2

i

t

I

1

I

•

,
t

t
t

11

I

4•

I

• 2 ,• N.W.

I

18

15

•

1

1

71

37

20

•
47

50
.1

I

fi

33

t
I Lar~e

38

•

38

33

38

- 1 • -18

12

9

33
t

t

-14

33

Appropriateness.

Table g shows the appropriateness of the book

collections as measured by the percentage of the library's titles which
are listed in the Wilson Standard Catalog for High School Libraries.
Appropriateness was given a weight of

4.

The percentiles do not range

so widely this time extending 18 to 49 with the average percentile
being

36. This makes 2 schools above and 2 below the average, one being,

however, only one point below.

Yet all

4 schools are quite decidedly

below the standards of the Northwest Association and large schools which
have standards of

55 and 60. respectively. The

below the Northwest Association standard.

clo8est school is 6 points

-29Recenoy.

Table 9 gives the recenP7 of books as measured by the

percentage of titles in the social science and science classifications
(the 300 l s and the 500's of the Dewey decimal classification system)

10 years. Recency of books

which have been copyrighted within the last
was given a weight of 5 percent.

Here, as in other tables, the figures

were applied to the thermometer scales of the Cooperative Study to dar! va the percentile ratings which range from
of

14 to 74 making an average

39. Again 2 schools are above the average and 2 below with only one

school equal to or above either the Northwest Association or large school
rating.
Table 9.

;

Recency of the book collections of
of Northern Utah

1
Percentage of titles '
copyrighted within
10 years

28

Percentile

40

Average percentile
for 4 schools

39

Deviat1 on from
the average

* No data available

.

5 selected high schools

School

*2

,f
•

t

3

4

i
t

5

f

N.W.

t

Larl2je

f

1

• 15
' 14

,,
,
•

t

39

22

42

28
39

•

38

34

74

65

54

39

39

35

26

I

t

f

'-14 ' -11

t

,
1
f
1

39

15

-30Adequacy.

Each librarian was asked to evaluate the adequacy of each

classification in the decimal system in relation to the needs of the
school.

The various evaluations for each library were averaged and

assigned a percentile ranking from the Cooperative
scales.

These averages and percentiles for 811

found in table 10.

Stu~ts

thermometer

5 schools studied are

This general evaluation of the entire book collect-

ion has been asSigned a weight of 10 percent, making it represent onetenth of the entire evaluation of a library for the Cooperative Stu~.
Ta.ble 10.

Evaluation of the general adequacy of the book collections
found in the 5 selected Meg schools of 1lorthern Utah
School
t

t

i

1

2

t

t

N.W.

5

3.5

,

Percentile

!

Large

86

I

2

86

t

86

l

t

• 75

t

75

75

I

11

11

t

• 11
I

t
I

I

Deviation from
average percentile

4

t

AYorage evaluations
of adequacy

Average percentile

t

I

22

, 93

62

, 54
f

t

t

75

I

75

75

-53

t

18

-21

75
I

-13

1

,
The librarians questioned, with one exception, felt that the
libraries were about average in supplying the needs of the school. As
is to be expected, in some classifications the score went lower than
average, while in others it went higher.
studied were, as

an

Although the 5 libraries

average, slightly below the standards of the North-

west Association and the large schools in number of titles, distribution, appropriateness, and recency in general evaluation as to needs
the librarians and principals rated themselves higher than the standard

maintained by either the Northwest Association or large high schools.
Only one school was below the 54 percentile of the Northwest
tion schools.

The average for the

Associ~

5 schools was 75, while the averages

for the Northwest Association and the large schools were 54 and 62,
respect! vely.
Periodicals.

Dr. George W. Rosenlof, defining periodical

liter~

ture, sa;rs, "Periodical literature-that type of publication that appears
a.t certain regular and stated intervals for an indefini te period, has
come to occupy a more important and necessary place in the libraries of
educational institutions.

There has been a very

p~onounced

tendency in

recent years to recognize more than ever before its greater usefulness. n22
The importance of periodicals is also whown in Miss Lucile Fargo1s
statement:
Periodicals, and more especially magazines, easily rank first
among the important groups that knoc~ at the school library door.
They supplement the basic book collection in its every phase: reference, factual, and recreational. It goes without sa;ring that information of a current nature, alwqs in demand for reference, can
be secured through no other channel. And if boys and girls are
fascinated by factual books, entertainingly written, how much more
their intere.ts piqued by subject matter just off the press and
vitalized by association with daily eventsl23
In the High School Library Information Sheet each librarian listed
the periodicals, including newspapers, taken regularly by the library.
Periodicals taken independently by other departments, were not included
in the report.

Table 11 shows the 28 periodicals taken most frequently

and the Cooperative Studyts "quality score ft aSSigned each periodical.
There were 106 different periodicals mentioned by the 5 schools, while
there were 10 magazines listed by all 5 schools.
Magazine, Boyst Life, Salt Lake Tribune, Good
~,

They were:

Housekeepin~t

American
Hygeia,

National GeograI!hic Magazine, POI!ular Mechanics Magazine, Rea.der'S

22 Rosenlof, op. cit •• p. 41.
23 Fargo, op. cit •• p. 190.

-32Digest, and Scholastic.

Nine periodicals were listed 4 times each,

9 were listed 3 times each, making 28 periodicals mentioned 3

while

or more times each.
The Cooperative Study assigned a class value of 1-10 for each
periodical taken by a school.
sible.

Ten points was the highest score pos-

There were 2 periodicals, Readers' Guide to Periodical Litera-

ture and National Geographic Magazine, given a rating of 10.

Four

schools took the first, while all five took the second.

Of 9 maga-

zines given a class value of 9 by the Cooperative

three were

Stu~,

taken by 5 schools, three more magazines were take~ by 4 schools. and

.

two more were taken by
was the ninth.

3 schools. L1tera!y Digest, since discontinued,

The last column of table 11 shows the Cooperative Study's

"quality score" assigned the periodicals taken most frequently by the

5 high schools being investigated, while table 12, for purposes of
comparison, shows total number of periodicals taken by each school,
a summation of their Iqnality scores" and their percentiles as found
from the thermometer set up by the Cooperative Study.

Four of the 5

schools in the investigation are above the 50 percentile group, while
one school is 6 points below.

From a possible 100 points for the

entire eValuation of a library, the Cooperative StuQy has assigned the
periodicals taken a weight of g percent.

-33table

11. The 28 periodicals taken most frequently by the 5 selected
high schools of Northern Utah and the Cooperative Study's
"quality score" assigned each periodical
,

t

Frequency
American Magazine
:Soys t Life
Sal t Lake Tribune (first daily newspaper)
Good Housekeeping
Hygeia
Life
National Geographic Magazine
Popular Mechanics Magazine
Reader's Digest
Scholastic
Atlantic Month17
Harpers Magazine
McOall's Magazine
Nature Magazine
News-Week
Popular Science Monthly
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
Time
Wilson :Bulletin for Librarians
:Booklist
Oolliers
Current History Magazine
Second daily newspaper
House and Garden
Parents Magazine
Satur~ Evening Post
Theatre Arts Monthly
New York Times--Sunday only

Table

,
f

I
I

• "Quality
score lt

4
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

8

6
8

6

10

9
9
9

t

g
8
2

t

9

I

14

4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1

9

10
1

9
9

1

9
4

a
3

5
1

12. Number of periodicals taken and the total flquality scores"
of 2 selected high school libraries of Northern Utah
School

1
Number of periodicals'
taken
• 28
Total "quality score"' 163
I
Percentile
51
Average percentile of'
5 schools
' 11
Deviation from average -20

,

•

No data available

2
41
, 231
t

80

11
9

4

3
t
t

11
318
94

,

2

27
3~
155 •' 251
44
85

71
71
23 ' -27

71

14

t

N!W. ' Large

••• •
•
181
159
41

71
-24

,

61

t

11
-10

When over 17.000 pupils in 198 schools were asked by the Cooperative
Study to list the periodicals they read fairly regularly, there were 108
magazines reported by jO or more of them.

The first 10 they seemed to

favor were Readers Digest, Life, American MagaZine,

~.

Saturdg1

Evening Post, Colliers, Literary Digest, Good Houseke!ping, Ladies Home
Journal. and Popular

Mech~ics

Magazine.

5 were listed by all 5 schools in this

Of the above 10 periodicals,

stu~,

one

mag~zine

was listed

4 times, while Colliers and SaturdSl Evening Post were mentioned by 3
schools.

Ladies Rome Journal was not listed by any of the

5. while

Literary Digest has since been discontinued.

- these two comparisons it
From
in the present

stu~

m~

be said that the 5 high schools

seem to take most of the magazines considered best

by both the Cooperative Study officials and the pupils.
Miscellaneous Materials.

Each librarian was asked to mention

briefly about materials such as pamphlets. bulletins. Clippings. and
visual aids telling how extensive their collections were and how they
were filed.

Very little was done in the 5 selected high school librar-

ies regarding these miscellaneous materials.

All 5 librarians declared

that it was largely a departmental responsibility for there the proper
materials could be found and used with much less conflict.
two schools receiVing a rating of

There were

3. or average. two more recaiving a

rating of 2. and one school was rated

1.5, or very poor. However, the

Cooperative Study definitely favors including these materials in the
library for the Cooperative Study assigned them a weight of 6. or 2
points less than that assigned periodicals, giving the library materials a combined weight of 45 points from a possible 100 points.
Summa.rz:

Following the Cooperative Study's b~ok inventory plan,

the present stu~ found the number of titles, distribution, appropriateness,

-35recency. and general adequacy of the book collections of the 5 libraries
in the survey.

Although the average of the 5 schools was slightly below

the norms of the Northwest Association and the large school for the first

4

items mentioned, in general adequacy the average percentile was

21 points above the Northwest Association norm and

75.

13 points higher than

the large school norm.
The 5 selected high school libraries subscribed for a total of 106
different periodicals, the number in a single school ranging from 27
to 71.

When these periodicals were assigned "quality scores" and

lated for norms the average for the 5 schools was 11.

tab~

24 points above

the large school norm.
Regarding pamphlets, bulletins, clippings, and visual aids, the

5 school libraries in the present study were woefully lacking, two
schools receiving ratings of average, two more were declared poor. and
the remaining one termed very poor.

-36CHAPTER III

ORGANIZATION AND

~lINISTRATION

This chapter presents a survey of the different practices regarding
organizntion of the library and its administration.
the reports concerning finances

~d

Included here are

their administration, library per-

sonnel, classification and cataloging of books accessibility of the
library to pupils, the librarian's responsibilities with respect to the
operation of the library, and the librarian's responsibilities with
respect to the other staff members and the pupils.
Finances and Their Administration.
services· are naturally quite costly.

School libraries ani their

However, even school people

often think of libraries in terms of books and apparatus rather than
the service that a school library renders its pupils, or the expense
involved in maintaining an efficient library.

All pupils and teachers

benefit either directly or indirectly from the resources found in the
library.
Most authorities studied by the writer agree that the library
should be included in the annual school budget and that all funds
should be regularly accounted.

However, a. standard budget can not be

developed as individnal libraries and their needs differ greatly,
probably even changing from year to year.
Included in the questionnaire filled in by the librarians were
inquiries concerning the budget.

All 5 high school libraries were

definitely included in the school budget made out by the principal
and the school board.

Rather indefinite amounts prevailed, since all

5 librarians were never told or given definite amounts on Which they
could depend.

They seemed sure of an approximate amount, but over

that they might have more or they might not.

-37Fargo reports that various library surveys show and recommend for
the high school approximately $1.00 per year per pupil for books alone,
and an additional $40.00 minimum for magazines with extra appropriations
of corresponding size for binding, cards, supplies, and other items.
Miss Fargo, commenting on the increase of present prices for books, said,

'On the basis of this rise in prices the estimate for the book fund
should be increased to approximately $1.50 per year per pupil'.

24

How-

ever, the 5 schools being studied fell short of these standards for,
as is shown in table 13, their averages for the entire financing of the
library materials is below $1.00 per pupil.

SchoolB 3 and 5 were high-

est with total expenditure averages of $.82 and $.80, while one school
went as low as $.46.

This average low rate may be because the libraries

have become fairly well establiShed, not needing many new and expensive
reference books.

All

5 schools listed a small additional income taken

from fines.
As for the various divisions of the library budget, not one librarian reported definite amounts set aside for periodicals, supplies,
repairs, or books.

Reflecting the practice which seemed to prevail,

one librarian stated, "1 just send in a requisition for the
need, and I usually get them."

thiDc~

I

In each high school the librarian re-

ported that she did not have control over the amounts expended for each
department, and either directly or indirectly, each teacher had a voice
in the spending of the money.

As can be seen in table 13 each depart-

ment of each of the high schools had a share in the library expenditures, insuring widespread distribution Co! the library materials ordered.

Rowever, no definite percentages were assigned the vnrious de-

partmenta.

2lf' Fargo, ....op;..;.;.....-c_it., p. 396.

-38Table

13.

Budget practices of
Northern Utah

5

selected high school libraries of

•

,
,
Is
included'
,
in budget!

School
t

1

librar~

3

yes

yes

t

yes

t

t

,
t

Other soUrces of
finance

•

•

•

Average amount spen~
per pupil over 5 '
year period
I

I

Is there an account!
ing of all money? •

t

, $0.63 •
I

I

yes

,

I

t
I

no
fines

fines

•

r princ ipal ' principal' principal
& board' & board t & board

t
t

no

5_

t

I

,'principaltprincipal
, & board, board
•

yes

,

I

t &,

Definite amounts
made tor each
departmentt

4

I

t

By whom is budget
made?

2

$0.65

no
t

f

fines

$0.82

I

no

no

fines

fines

it

$0.46

$0.80

yes

yes

t

yes

yes

yes

3.5

4.5

Do departments shari
in the library
I
budget?
I

Evaluation of
finances

•

,•

I

4.0

t

•

3.5

4

In any organization where public funds are handled there should
alwqs be a definite and regular accounting of appropriations and eXlpenditures. not
procedure.

bec~se

of mistrust, but to acquire a business-like

The librarian should be able to tell at any time how much

of the library fund has been spent and how much money is still on
hand.

Each librarian reported that an annual accounting was taken,

while one librarian reported that "before one cent was spent l1 at least

-39two signatures had to be on the requisition slips.

Four librarians,

however, were free to spend money taken as fines from overdue books
for incidentals needed in the library.

Two librarians reported that

they had to give an accounting of the fine money while the other
three did not.
The library departments of the 5 schools seemed pleased with their
financial situations for they ranked themselves rather high as to the
evaluations set up by the Cooperative Stady.
from

These evaluations ranged

3.5 to 4.5. with 3.9 as the average.
Library Personnel.

One of the most important pections of any

library survey would be the library personnel.

In the present section

on the personnel of the library the writer has attempted to list and
evaluate the training, experience,

~alitiest

and improvement in service

of the librarians and their pupil-assistants.
An assential factor in providing for efficient and progressive

library service is the librarian.

Modern buildings. excellent book

collections, and other recommended library facilities are all to no
avail if an efficient librarian is not at the helm.

In 1928 the

American Library Association adopted the following statement regarding
librarians:
The effective school librarian is one who stimulates in boys
and girla a wholesome curiosity about bnoks. and a desire to passess books; who helps to develop correct reading tastes, and encourages reading for pleasure and profit; who provides for pupils
systematic instruction in the use of books and libraries, and for
teachers and administrators intelligent professional serVice; who
makes the library a center for the soci~ized activities of the
school. 25

25

Fargo.

OPe

cit., p.

17.

-40As one can see, the job of an effective librarian is a tremandous
one.

It is not, as thought by many, a mere clerical job, but is really

a profession wherein specialized training is needed.

That this growth

in importance has already been noted is attested to in the recent growth
of schools whose sole aim is to train persons to assume the responsibilities of libraries.
The school librarian is so closely related to all the factors in
the education of the child that it is not demanding too much to require
that librarians have all the training of a good teacher.

In discussing

the training of a school librarian, Frank: H. Koos s!o/s:
• The literature indicates that a librarian should have sufficient education to secure a certificate to teach in the type
of school in which she wishes to act as librarian••• Six weekst
training beyond the education r~quired by the standards of the
school is the amount of technical education most frequently mentioned.26
She should be thoroughly trained in educational and psychological principles with the ability to recognize and accept those opportunities
which

m~

transform the lives and characters of those whom she serves.

The American Library Association made the following statement:
Expert school 1ibrarianship presupposes protessional preparation including college graduation,or its equivalent, and the
completion of (1) at least a year of work in an accredited library
school or (2) an accredited school library science curriculum of
not less than 16 semester hours. It also includes sufficient
courses in education, or their equivalent in teaching experience,
to provide the necessary educational background.27
The North Central Association of College.! and Secondary Schools
sums up the matter thus:
Academic studies. • • • • •
lCduce.tion • • • • • • • • •
Library training • • • • •
26 Koos, Frank H. State Participation in
27 Fargo. Ope cit., pp. 18:19.
28 Fargo, Ope cit., p. 19.

• • • • • • 75 hours
• • • • • • 15 hours
• • • • • • 30 hours.2S
Public-School Library Service.p.117.

-41Williamson says that:
Two main types of training for library service are requ.ired.
The first is the br.oad, general education represented by a full
college course which has included certain important subjects.
plus at least one year's graduate study in a library school
properly organized to give thorough preparation referred to as
"professional". The second type of service calls for a general
education represented approximately by a four-year high school
course, followed by a course of instruction designed to give a
good understanding of the mechanics and the routine operations
of a library. together with sufficient instruction and practice
to insure proficiency and Bkill in one or more kinds of the
clerical and routine work which we may call " sub-professional"
or "clerical".29
In checking on the librarians of the 5 selected high schools it
was found that there were
brarian.

4 full-time librarians and
one teacher-lit

The teacher-librarian taught one class each of English and

speech and two classes of library technique.

During the library

technique class library work was done by both the pupils and the
librarian.
II

With the exception of the one school, the libraries met the

Certain Standards" as re:ported by Miss Fargo, for there it is rece-

mmended that a school of 500-1000 enrollment should have one full-time
librarian.

Yet. the North Central Association suggests that schools

containing an enrollment of 500-999 have one full-time librarian and
one half-time librarian.~q As should be. all 5 librarians reported
being regular faculty members, participating in the regular faculty
meetings end discussions.
As is shown in table

14, 3

librarians have graduated from 4-year

insti tutions with either a ll. S. or a B • .!. degree and hold tea.ching
certificates, while two

a-ve

not.

The two who have not graduated from

a 4-year institution have earned sufficient credit in education and
library work to obtain Second-Class Librarian's Certificates issued by
29 Williamson, C. C. Training for Library Service. p. 4.
30 F argo, op. cit •• p. 31.

-42the Utah State Board of Education.

This means that all have had some

training in the principles of education.

All but one librarian. who

holds a Bachelor of Science degree and a teaching certificate. have
had special library training.

Their library training ranges from 10

semester hours to none, all with an average of 6.2 semester hours.
According to the Cooperative Study evaluations one librarian has a
rating of 3. or e,verage,
in Utah institutions.

Three of the 5 received their library training

Two librarians took som. of their library work

in Oregon and California.

Only one of the schools named by the l1brar-

ians as the source of library work appears in the classification of the
i

American Library Association, giving the

4 teachers in source of pro-

fessional training a Cooperative Study rating of 2 each, while the remaining one receives a rating of 1, ratings of poor and very poor •
respectively.
Table 14.

The amount, source, and evaluation of professional training of
the librarians of the 5 selected high schools of Northern Utah
i
S~hool
1

,

2

3

f

·

Academic degree I
held
Certificate

none

l

none.,
,

B. S.

,

hel~ Secon~Cla,s

4

,

.,
B.S.

•

5
B.A.

•

Sec.-Clas, First-Clasf First Clara First Class
• Libr. Cert, Libr. Cert, H.S. Cert., H.S. Cert, H. S. Cert.

Semester hrs of,•
library work

7

7

10

Evaluation of :
library train.,

3

3
B.Y.U.
V.of Ore.

Source of library USAC
training
• U of U

•

Evaluation of I
source of librl
training
t
It

f

none

7

3

1

3

U. oro.

none

,•

I
t

,

,
I

2

2

'L.A.Library
'School, U.S.A.C.

2

•t

1

2

The 5 librarians have a very wide range of experience as is revealed in table 15.

Two librarians have had two years each of exper-

ience as teacher-librarians while the other three have had none.

All

but one have had previous experience as full-time school librarians
ranging from 2 years to 14 years with an average of 4.2 years for the

5.

One served several years as a public librarian in a city of over

5.000 population.

All but one of the librarians reporting have been

classroom teachers, their experience varying from none to g years in
length.

One librarian declined mentioaing the number of years served

as a teacher.
fable 15.

1

Professional experience of the librarians of 5 selected
high schools of Northern Utah

..
I

i

1
Years experience as
teacher-librarian

•

a

Years experience as I
full-time librarian'

2

none

none

14

,
,It
t

2

t

School

3

,

t

5

I

2

, none
I

2

sa
a
\

3

I

none

, none

Years experience a.s t
a none
teacher
Other library work

,•
I

I

I

t

4
2

none

I

Jears experience as
public librarian

,t
,t

,

'several' none

none

a
n

g

• none a• none
•

none

I

5

,t

none

3
6 yrs.

Each member of the faculty should be able to state definitely his
contributions to the life of the school.

In attempting to find these

contributions as listed by the librarians the writer found that all
took an active part in school activities.
more extensive part than others

bec~se

5

The teacher-librarian took a

the speech courses she taught

necessitated her acting as drama director and editor of the assemblies_

-44Besides these 2 activities, 3 other" were mentioned.

In table 16 we

see that home room director, member of art committee. and club sponsor were listed twice each while member of dance committee, library
committee, and caretaker of attendance records were each listed once.
Table 16.

Contributions of the librarian to school life as listed by
the librarians of 5 selected high schools of Northern Utah
Frequency

Contribution
Home-room director
~t

,

,

committee member

2
2

Club sponsor

2

Dance committee member

1

Library committee

1

Caretaker of attendance records

1

Following the method of the Cooperative Study, the writer found
the general evaluation of the total
in the present study.

~alifications

of each librarian

According to table 17. where the results are

tabulated. 3 librarians received ratings of 3 or average; one additiona! librarian went up to 3.3. while the remaining librarian fell to

2.5, giving the 3 groups of librarians percentile rankings of 56, 74,
and 28, respectively.

Four of the 5 librarians were above the norm

for the Northwest Association, while all
high schools.

5 were

below the norm for large

The Cooperative Study placed a weight of 15 percent of

the total evaluation of a library upon the qualifications of the
library staff.

-45Table

17. The general evaluation of the total qualifications of the
librarians of 5 selected hi~h schools of Northern Utah
School
1

Gene~al

evaluation
t

,
, 54
I

Percentile
Average percentile
for the 5 schools

3
56

I

Deviation 'from
average

,

,

I

2

,•

3

I

56
54

t

2

2

t

3

3.30

•

I

4

,•

5

I

2.50

I

3

28

I

56

' 2.97
, 54

i
I

t

I

• 74

,
, 54 '• 54 •• 54
,
2
,fro '-26

A good librarian is a growing librarian.

N.W.

•

'LarGe

i
I

•

3.06
61

54

54

0

7

i

During service every per-

son Should strive to continue his professional growth, adding on to an
ever-widening circle of preparation and viewpoints.

The

5 librarians

commented on their improvement in service under the following heads:
national organization membership, college credit earned within the last

3 Y'ears, travel, research, reading, and authorship.
tabulated in table 18.

These items are

Of the 5 librarians onlY' one had joined the

American Library Association, but ,all five were members of the National
Education Association. When the librarians listed the number of college
credits secured the last 3 years, mBnY' variations were found, for the
scores ranged from none at all to

16.4

~arter

27 quarter hours,

hours for the five, or an average of

wi th an average of

20.5 quarter hours for

the four who have earned some cred! t wi thin the last 3 years.

13ecause

travel is very educational and develops a person a grea.t deal, the
writer mentions the amount of travel in connection with the education
of the various librarians.

Within the last 3 Y'ears all five have

traveled somewhere outside of the state of Utah, their trips extending
from the eaat coast to the west coast of the United States. OnlY'
two have participated in any research problems, thereby gaining onlY'

-46an evaluation from the Cooperative Study of 2, which, as has been
stated, means poor and distinctly below average.

The librarians of

the 5 schools being studied listed the books and magazines'read
within the previous 6 months.

The total number of books and maga-

zines were assigned points from the Cooperative Study and the points
matched to determine their evaluations.
an evaluation of

Three librarians received

3 while two more receiT-ed an eValuation of 4, ratings

of average and very good, respectively.

One librarian stated that

she read or skimmed nearly every new book and magazine brought to the
library.
the last

None listed having written a magazine arttcle or book wi thin

5 years.

Table 18.

Improvement in service of the librarians of
schools of Northern Utah

hi~

f

.

5 selected

I

School

2

1

National library organization membership

J
A.L.A.
I(U.L.A.)
I
t

none

"uarter hours credi t
earned last 3 years

17.5

Tra.vel

N.Y.

none

•
•

I

4
f

I

t

t
t

none

I

•

none

:2
none

I

23
Ore.

27
I1Calif.
&: Wyo.

I

I
I

14.5

Oalif.
WyO.
N.Y.

Oalif.

Research participation

1

2

,
I

2

1

1

Reading :points score

3

4

I

4

3

3

Authorship

,
a

none

a none
I

none

none

none

An average of the above 2 evaluations gave the basis for compari-

Bon with the norms in the Library Staff-Improvement in Service Thermometer of the Oooperative Study.

These comparisons are shown in table

Two librarians rated average. or
poor, percentiles of

19.

3. while 2 librarians rated 2 or very

83 and 35. respectively. The average percentile

compares very favorably with the 50 percentile of the Northwest Association and the 57 percentile of the large high school standards.

1m-

provement in service wes given a weight of 5 percent from a possible
100 percent.

Table

19. Evaluation of improvement in service ofithe librarians of
5 selected high schools of Northern Utah
School
1

Research scOl'e

1

Reading score

3

•

Average of above scor6.

,

t

,
•

t

I

2

35

,

Average percentile of'
5 libraries
I

Deviation

• -19

2

,
t

3
2

4

,,

4

,

1

t

3

I

I

Percentile

2

I

3

3

83

'83

I

1

3

2

2

35

35

.

•

*

*

N.W.

I

t

,
•

I

J
I

57

I

t
I ,

t

5

t

•I 54 '54
,

I

'29 '-19

I

, 54

54

I

1-4
I

3

t

*

No data available.
In every high school situation the library can easily use pupil

Assistant to help with much of the easier routine work.
serves 2 distinct purposes.

This, of course,

The first. and main one. is its contribu-

tion to the social development of' the pupil. and second. the benef1 ts
to the librarian in help with routine work and companionship of pupils.
Pupils should be given library work which contains intellectual stimulation as well as mere mechanical duties.

-48:B. Lamar Johnson says:

The work of pupils can not, however, be
as a means of helping the librarian; i t must
the pupil varied experience which will be of
his future use of books and of libraries and
contacts with people.3l

regarded merely
be planned to give
value to him in
in his future

Students should be chosen for the particular work they are to do
and at least 2 factors should be considered. the
the work and the pupil fa ability to do the ,wrk.

~lpills

interest in

Table 20 shows ,.,hat

a wide variation exists in number of pupil assistants, time spent in
the library, and the method of selection among the 5 high schools in
Northern Utah.

Each school had pupil assistants ranging in number
i

from 1-8 spending a total of 50 minutes to
the library.

6 hours per

d~

helping in

This gives an average of 3 hours and 18 minutes per

spent in each library by pupil assistants.

d~

A questionable phase of

the pupil assistants lies in their method of selection, for of the

5 schools in the survey, 3 listed the N. Y. A. as a basis of obtaining
pu~il

assistants, while one additional school listed its source as

physical education students who are physically unfit to take exercises.
However, 2 schools qualified their selections by stating that a few
assistants other than 1\ Y. A. help were selected on the basis of
scholarship and interest in the work.

0nl7 one librarian selected all

of her pupil assiBtants on the basis of scholarship and interest alone.
Each librarian also stated that she tried to obtain a pupil assistant
who could type fairly well.

31 Johnson,

OPe

cit., p.

25.

-49Table 20.

Number. time spent in library. selection, and training of
pupil assistants as reported in libraries of 5 selected
high schools of Northern Utah

,

t

·f

t

•I

1

•

2

f·

'School

4

3

•
in min.'

3

I

3

,

Average time
assistant spends
in library per ~ •
Who selects
assistants

5

I

t

Number of pupil
assistants

t

7

1

40'

50'

1

40 1

60'

I

,
,

•

•t

,

•

,

3

45'

'Librarian'Librarian'Librarian'Librarian'Librarian
I
• & office'

•

,

,
•
N. Y.A. 6'Scholar- tUnable
'N. Y.A. &

:Basis for selection N.Y.A. &'
I typiD.& I typing
of assistants

Ito take 'typing
'ship &
,
,
'typing
P.
E.
•
,
, As need lAs :neod ' As need • As need • As need
I arises 'arises
.Iarises • arises
arises
•
•
•
•
It

t

Method of training

1

t

I

t

Ooncerning the training of these pupil assistants, :B. Lamar Johnson
sqs:
It is necessary not only to have pupil assistants of ability
who are interested in the work but also to instruct these pupils
in the work they are to do. In general. there are three methods
of training pupil library assistants: First, hoiding group
meetinge during which pupils are given instructions regarding
their work; second, working with pupils individnally as problems
arise; and third, providing group instruction supplemented by
individual work with pupils.32
All

5 librarians reported using the second method, for no definite

instruction was given until the need arose.
One problem the librarian has to consider is that of deciding what
duties to assign to her pupil assistants. Many of the clerical duties
32
Johnson,

OPe

cit., pp. 26-27.

-50can be given the pupil assistants, but, as has been stated, care must
be taken to give the pupil assistant mental stimulation as well.

The

replies on the questionnaire shown in table 21 reveal 15 different
activities of the pupils who assist in the library.
In the 5 schools reporting, all pupil assistants checked and placed
books on the shelves while
with the inventory.

4

schools reported having the assistants aid

Charging books, getting books and materials from

shelves, filing charge slips, assisting with library housekeeping,
keeping magazines in order, filing catalog cards, and reading the
shelves were reported by 3 schools.
either once or twice.

The other

act~vities

were listed

!hree librarians lamented the loss of their

pupil assistants about the time they began to be of real value to the
library.
Table 21.

Fifteen activities of pupil assistants as listed by the
librarians of 5 selected hish schools of Northern Utah

Activity
Placing returned books on shelves
Checking returned books
Oharging books
Helping with the inventory
Getting books and materials from shelves
Filing charge slips
Assisting with library housekeeping
leeping magazines in order
Filing catalog cards
Reading the shelves
Mending books
Checking attendance
Assisting with overdue books
Typing book cards
Preparing books for the shelves

Classification and Cataloging of Books,

Frequency

5
5
3,',

4
3

3

3
3
3

3
2
2
2
2
2

!esides possessing an

adequate book collection, the school library must also make its books

-51readily available to pupils and teachers.

For this purpose the library

should have its books well classified and cataloged.
In tabulating answers given in

questlo~

10 of the High School

Library Information Sheet for table 22. the writer found that all 5
high school 11brar1es included in the study were using the Dewey dec1mal system of classification.

However. at the time of the study, there

were 2 schools that had not finished classifying their books.

During

the progress of the study one of these 2 schools finished the classification of its books. making a total of 4 of the 5 high schools being
studied using the Dewey decimal system for all the;books in the

libr~J.

All 5 of the high schools had card catalogs for their books.

However,

there were varying degrees to which the card catalogs were used.

Only

2 schools had made any extensive use of subject and title cards, while
all 5 schools repor ted using an author card for each book.

The evalua-

tiona on classification and cataloging of the book collection ranged
from 2 to
Table 22.
.,..-

4.5.

an average of

3.3.

Classification and cataloging of books as found in the 5
high schools of Northern Utah
t

School

Are books classified?

,,

2

1
I

yes

il

'partly
I

System used?

' Dewey

.Axe books being ca.taloge~? Yes
I
Subj ect card'
no
yes
Author card'
Title card?
some
Evaluations of c1&$s1£1-,
t
cation & cataloging
4.0

,

yes

5

t

I

yes

yes

; I

'Dewey

Dewey

yes
no
yes
no

yes
yes'
yes
yes

•

4

3

2.0

I 4.5

I

Dewey
yes
no
yes
no

t 2.0

I

Dewey
yes
yes
yes
yes

4.0

-52Accessibility of the Library to the Pupils.

One detail those in

authority over the library should definitely plan for is the accessibility of the library to the pupils.

Regardless of the number of books

and periodicals and the library personnel, if the pupils haven't access
to the library, the library might just as well not exist.

One of the

chief responsibilities of this department is to make available. with
as little friction as possible, all of its resources.

A well-ordered

program should provide for free and assigned reading activities, for the
c~cu1ation

of bookst for attendance before and after school, and during

intermission, for library instruction, and for pupil access without overi

crowding~

Just how all these are accomplished depends largely upon the

school's schedule and philosophy of library service.
The present study tried to discover the current practices of the

5

schools and the evaluations as listed by the Cooperative Study.

!n-

cluded in part C, section IV of the High School Library Information
Sheet were the time of
open during the

~

~

in the

and the amount of time the libraries were

5 high

schools in the investigation.

items, as well as others, e,re seen in table 23.

These

All 5 high schools reo-

ported being open before school in the morning, their time varying from
20 to 30 minutes, with an average of 24 minutes.

This was sufficiently

long, since most pupils came on busses which should arrive about 10
minutes before the bell rings.

The l1brarians I estima.tes for holding

the library open after school ranged from 10 minutes to 1 hour with an
average period of 27 minutes, which again appears to be sufficient,
since the busses usually left 10 minutes after school was out.

Only

2 libraries were open during the full noon period while an additional
one library was open during the lest half of noon hour.

The other 2

-53libraries remained closed during the entire lunch period.

Although

in every case the libraries were used as study halls, or classroom in
one instance, 3 librarians reported that pupils were permitted to come
to the library during the study period of regular classes, making the
use of the library possible for those who have no regular library period or who have no time before or after school.

Only a permit signed

by the classroom teacher and librarian was needed as a pass.

Four of

the 5 librarians reported that entire classes were' permitted to come to
the library under the supervisi.<Dn of a teacher.
interest was that all

Al.'.other point of

5 librarians permitted books ito be taken to the

classroom and used as long as were needed.

This brought up the question

of departmental libraries, but it is not the purpose of this paper to
discuss the merits and demerits of the system.

The writer merely men-

tions in passing that 2 schools had well equipped departmental libraries; 2 other schools were, at the time, debating whether to develop
departmental libraries more extensively or not.
Table 23.

Time of d~t amount of time, accessibility to regular
classes, and book renewal privileges as found in the
libraries of 5 selected high schools of Northern Utah

,,

1

Minutes library is open
Before school
20
none
During noon
After school
10
Accessible to whole class,s? yes
Open during study period I
yes
of regular classes?
I closed
Open or closed stacks
yes
Renewal privileges?
!'ines per d~ overdue
1;
Eval ua.tions
3

,

,

t

School

4

YJ

YJ

60

30
30

20
30
20

,

15

yes.

yes

no
'closed
yes

, yes
,'open
yes

5

•

I
I

,

3

2

none
no

I

yes

,

I yes
no
'closed 'closed
yes
yes

,
I

2;

3

2¢

4

t

20
30

1;

2¢

2

4

-54Another important phase of the accessibility of the library to
the pupils is the ease with which materials may be used.

If too

much red tape is necessary for the taking of a book, many pupils will
avoid borrowing material.

The 5 schools reported that all pupils were

given library cards or the equivalent.

Pupils merely had to ask for a

card and sign it, or in the case where no cards were used, they had
only to ask for a book and sign the boOk card.

Of the 5 schools par-

ticipating in the study, only one used open stacks where the pupils
themselves could actually see the books.

All 5 librarians gave personal

help in choosing and locating the books.

Here, too, lies a great deal
i

of controversy regarding open and closed stacks, and here again, the
writer does nat consider a discussion of the merits and demerits of the
system a part of this paper.
When asked ooncerning the time limit on the checking out of the
various types of books, 3 schools answered 2 weeks for fiction and nonfiction, while 2 schools felt that 1 week was ample.

All 5 schools

reported that renewal privileges were unrestricted unless there was
special demand for the use of the books.

Reserve books, those books

listed by teachers as special referenoe books, in the schools being
studied, were loaned for 1 hour only unless they were taken out after
sixth hour, to be returned before first hour in the morning.

Most

other reference books were not to be checked out of the library.
schools charged fines for overdue books.

All

Three schools had e. fine of

2 cents per day overdue, while the others charged 1 oent per day,overdue.
To evaluate the accessibility of a library seems a rather difficult task, since the entire program of any school is usually planned to
make existing facilities as accessible as possible.

].!atural1y, what a

school formulates for its routine is its idea of the most feasible

plan for its organization.

However, the 'ratings assigned the various

schools, as seen in table 23, range from 2 to 4 with an average of 3.2.
Two schools had an average rating of 4. 2 had an average of 3; and one
school averaged 2.

These soores, as explained previously, mean very

good, average, and poor, respeotively.
The Librarian's Responsibilities with Respect to the Operation of
the Library.

In the development and management of a successful library

there are numerous jobs, large and small, facing the librarian.

First

of all, she has the direot responsibility of organizing and managing
the library.

She is to take oharge of the operation of the department,
;

making it serve the school to its greatest capacity.

Included in sec-

tion IV, part D of the questionnaire were items regarding the various
responsibilities of the librarians with referenoe to the operation ot
the library.

The 5 librarians took fUll charge of the library at all

times with no help from the teachers, while two reported having teachers
regularly supervise the study hall.

All 5 librarians took direct re-

sponsibility tor making the library attractive, using charts, posters,
pictures, bulletin boards, flowers and statuettes tor the purpose.
The entire group of librarians reported the status and needs of the
libraries in faculty meeting, but not to the pu~lic.
listed their needs in the budget each spring.

They also

None had had the oppor-

tunity or felt any direct need of publicly publishing facts which
seemed to apply only to the students at sohool.

The stUdents were

notified of material and items of interest concerning the library
by oral announcements, bulletin boards, or in school papers.

An

annual inventory of library materials was taken each spring in eaoh
library, aocording to the reports of the librarians. When books

-56became old and worn, or otherwise useless, they were discarded.
librarian tried to keep her stacks "alive".

Each

If the book was still of

value, it was sent to be repaired instead of being destroyed.
Cooperation between public and school libraries is quite difficult
because they belong to different governmental units.

Still, they should

cooperate, and especially in rural areas where the total number of volumes is limited; for each is, in a sense, a "public" library.

The 5

librarians reported little cooperation with public libraries serving
the districts represented in the school population.
When the various items above were taken into account, the librarians were given an evaluation on the discharge of their responsibilities.
These evaluations were nearly alike. for
uation of

4 schools were assigned an eval-

4. while one school was rated 3. giving them ratings of very

good and average. respectively.
The Librarian's Responsibilities with Respect to the Other Staff
Members and the Pupils.

The school

libr~rmust,

of course, be in

harmony with the entire school's philosophy of education and aims,
knowing the individual purposes. objectives, and needs of the teachers
and pupils it is to serve.

The library can not successfully e&ist

without cooperation among librarian, the teaching staff, and the pupils.
In response to section IV, part E of the High School Library Information
Sheet, all 5 librarians stated that they were regular members of the
faculty and attended facul ty meeting regularly as well as holding
special conferences with teachers whenever the need arose.
librarian answered that she

alw~s

Each

informed teachers when new books

pertaining to their department arrived, giving them titles, authors. and
subjects covered for each book.

Only one librarian gave this information
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in writing, the others verbally.

All librarians helped teachers

locate material on special subjects.
The librarians were asked to list other activities they performed
which were helpful to teachers.

Table 24 shows the tabulation of these

activities according to their frequency.

There were 9 different activi-

ties listed.
Table 24.

Librarians' activities which are helpful to teachers as
reported by the librarians of 5 selected high schools
of Northern Utah
t

Activity

,
Notifying teachers of new material in library
Placing books needed by classes on reserve
Teaching pupils how to use library
Assisting pupils to find materials
Suggesting books to be read for pleasure
Keeping in touch with units of classes
Assisting pupils to find illustrations
Notifying teachers of new material not in library'
Furnishing faculty reading books
t

Frequency
i

5
5
5
5
5
4
4

2.
I

All 5 librarians of the schools included in the survey telt that
their greatest responsibility was to the pupils, helping them find
material, and teaching them how to use the various library facilities.
Ho?rever, almost contrary to the idea of their greatest responsibility,
the trained librarians never taught library work except as an incidental
when the need arose.

The one librarian who had never taken professional

library training taught 2 classes of library technique to juniors.

With

just one exception, all other library training in the schools came as
incidentals in regular classes.

This exception reported a regular

library unit in a ninth grade English course.

This library unit was the

basis for a 6-weeks' project in library reading.

The evaluations on

-58the library instruction in the 5 high schools were not very high, for
one school received an eValuation of

3, 2 schools received 2, and 2

more schools received an evalu8.tion of only 1.
A like situation existed among the libraries in their definite
regard for guidance service.
any of the libraries.

Very few real helps were available in

Two of the 5 libraries received ratings of 2,

while three received a rating of

3. poor and average, respectively.

The librarians checked the devices they used to stimulate interest
in reading.

There were 11 activities listed, three being listed 5 times

each and two being listed 4 times each.

.
and posting book

Table 25 spows that preparing

lists, keeping in touch with units being studied in

the various classes, and conferring with pupils regarding the library
were listed by each of the 5 librarians in the study.

Using bulletin

boards and having teachers take books to cla.ss and advertise them were
listed 4 times each.
When the entire problem of the. librarian's responsibility with
respect to other staff members and the pupils was considered and
eValus,tions assigned. all 5 libraries were alike--each being given
an eValuation of 3. or average.
Table 25.

Librarians' activities to stimulate interest in reading as
reported by the librarians of 5 selected high schools of
Northern Utah
Activity
Frequency
Posting book lists
5
Keeping in touch withuunits studied
5
Oonferring with pupils concerning the library
Using bulletin boards
Having teachers advertise books in class
4
Providibg browsing corner
2
Posters
2

a
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To gain a

general evaluation of organization and administration, for which the
Cooperative Study assigned a weight of 15 percent, the total organization and administration evaluations, with the exception of improvement in service and library staff qualifications evaluations, were
averaged.

The 2 exceptions were used separately.

As _shown in table 26.

the average evaluation for the 5 schools ranged from 2.4 to 3.8.with an
average of 3.3, giving percentiles which ranged from 26 to 86.
average percentile of 68 for the

The

5 schools was 14 points above the 54

percentile of the Northwest Association and 7 points above the 61 percentile accorded the large school.
Table 26.

The general eValuations accorded organization and administration in the libraries of 5 selected high schools of
Northern Utah
School
tJ
, 1

Evaluation of finances

, 4.0

I

I

It

Adequacy of personnel

3

2

3.5

,
•

4.5

4

2

4

•

•

4

4

3 '4

•

•

3

3

3

• , •

3

Librarian's responsibility
to library's operation

4

Librarian's responsibility tb
other staff members & pupilL 3

3
I

, 3.5 ' 3.1 '3.8

,

'62

I

86

,

'26

•

I

t

•

68

• 68

Deviation from average

10

'-6

t

3

2.4 '3.8

f

Average percentile for 5
schools

No data available.

I

•

3

•

•

•

•

Accessibility of library to
pupils

• 78

•

4

4.5

Percentile

4.0

2

2

Average evaluation

I

•

4

,

3.5

4

3

I \

I

N. W. I Large

1

3

Classification & cataloging
of book collection

5

4

2.9

•

.
t

3.1

I

86

54

61

68

• 68

t

68

• 68

68

18

'-42

I

18

• 14

t-7

, I

-60The following points were brought out under organization and administr2.tion of the 5 libraries included in the study,
1.

Finances and their Administration.

Although all 5 libraries

were included in the budget, no special amounts were apportioned to
the various items needed in the libraries.

Over a 5-year period the

schools fell short of the $1.00 per pupil recommendation for the
budget, spending an e.verage of $0.67 per pupil.

Each year there was

an accounting of library funds in each library.

The evaluation received

for library finance ranged from
2.

Library Personnel.

3.5 to 4.5 with an average of 3.9

Four full-time librarians and one teacher-

librarian of the 5 libraries participating in the study reported being
regular faculty members.
ated from 4-year

Of the 5 librarians, only three had gradu-

insti~tions

of higher learning.

Nevertheless, all

held Utah teaching certificates, three having First Class High School
Certicicates and two having Second Class Librarian's Certificates.
All but one had previously had special library work and experience in
a library.

While contributing to the regular school life as home room

directors, club sponsors, and committee members, the librarians had
taken time to improve themselves by reading, travel, education. and
research for which they were rated a percentile of

54.

The pupil assistants working in all 5 of the high school libraries
performed many worthwhile

intellect~

and mechanical activities.

3. Classification and Cataloging of Books. All 5 libraries were
using the Dewey decimal system of classification, but only 2
were using the available card catalog to any great extent.

schoo~

The 2

remaining schools were using author cards only in their card catalogs •
Thel.verage evaluation was

3.3, slightly better than average.
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4.

Accessibility of the Library to the Pupils.

To make the

library accessible to all students~ whether they had a regular library
period or not~ the libraries were open an average of 24 minutes before
school and an average of 27 minutes after school each day.
libraries remained open all or part of the lunoh period.

Three
Very little

difficulty was experienoed by the pupils in obtaining books and renewing them if desired.

Only one sohool had open stacks where the pupils

themselves oould aotually get to the books.

The average evaluation

for acoessibility of the libraries was 3.2.
5.

The Librariane' Responsibilities with Respect to the Operation

of the Library•. In the operation of the libraries.

~he

librarians of

the 5 selected high sohools had numerous responsibilites varying from
keeping the library attractive to the supervision of study classes
held in the reading roam •
.6,.

The Librarians' Responsibilities with Respeot to the other

Staff }iiembers and the Pupils.

The librarians of the 5 schools helped

teachers and pupils locate material. informed them when new material
arrived. and among other

activities~oooperated

with the teaohers in

reserving books for class use.
Only one school provided a regular class in library technique;
one additional school had a 6-weeks t library course in a ninth grade
English course.

All other training in the use of the library oame

incidentally as the need arose.
Librarians reported using various activities to stimulate the
pupils' interest in reading.
7.

General Evaluation of Organization and Administration.

In

their organization and administration of the libraries. the 5 librarians
recei ved percentile ratings varying fram 26 to 86 with an average per-

-62centile of

68. which was 14 points above the 54 percentile of the

Northwest Association and
the large school.

7 points

above the 61 percentile accorded

-63CHAPTER IV
SELECTION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
One of the chief financial transactions of the library is the
acquisition of books and other reading matter.

Naturally, there are

numerous current practices for the selection of such material with a
few methods that are outstanding.

Lucile Fargo said, ":But no matter

what the routines or form of administration, the initiative in selection
and acquisition belongs to the librarian.
for that V'ery purpose.

Primarily she is employed

She is the school's book expert. II 33

lining is Miss Fargo's).

If the book collection

i~
I

(Under-

the fundamental
.

,.

part of the library, truly book selection belongs to an expert.
Quoting Miss Fargo again, we read:
When all is said and done, there is no method of selection
for the school library so valuable as the personal investigation
of books ••• Next to or parallel with personal investigation and
selection by the librarian is selection by teacher ••• She is
helped by close association with a group of interest~d experts-the teaching staff--presumab1y ready to make valuable recommeno.ations out of their own experience and investigation."34
The Cooperative Study also believes that through the cooperation of
teachers and librarian the best book list will be ordered.

:Both Fargo

and the Cooperative study mentioned letting pupils have a voj.ce in
suggesting books.
:Book

Selector~.

The librarians in the 5 schools were asked to

indicate in section V of the High School Library Information Sheet
the pOSitions of those who select or suggest books and periodicals
to be ordered.

According to the answers given, the librarians of all

schools played some part in the book selection.

In 3 schools the

librarian selected the books, ordering those books definitely listed by
the various departments as well as those she chose.

33

Fargo,

OPe

cit., p~ 276.

34 ~., pp. 276-277.

This is the way

-6lIboth Fargo and the Cooperative Study recommend as being the best.
One librarian reported that a cOlllIi1i ttee of three COl!lPosed of one
representative from the English department, one from the social science
department, and the librarian selected all the books.

Naturally, it is

to be e;pected that the individual teachers suggest books to these 3
sources.

In one library the teachers select the books themselves,

presenting their lists to the librarian to
and order them.

che~~

against duplication

A.ll 5 librarians reported that a final approvt!ll, usu-

ally amounting only to a signature, was given by the principal.
About the last mentioned method of book selection, Miss Fargo says:
1

• In some schools each teacher or department head hands to
the principal once a year a list of desired titles which is
forwarded to the librarian, after the' principal I s rubber stamp
has been affixed in token of approval. ~is mechanical an~
inadequate method developed in the absence of expert school
librarianship, and is rapidly disappearing with its growth.35
All

5 librarians reported that book lists were submitted annually.

Each spring the book list was made up and ordered.

In most cases

books could be added to the list in the early fall but the one list
served the school1s purpose for the year.

Most authorities read by the

writer agree that limiting book selection to an annual function greatly
decreases the value of the system.

Books should be ordered at various

times throughout the year to facilitate their uSAge when they are
needed and

~o

provide for the acquisition of notable new books as

they appear.
Factors used in Selection of Books.
interested in knowing the factors

~sed

icals, and other library materials.
35 Fargo, ...
op....:;.. . ,;;c;,;;;i...t."

p. 277.

The investigator was also

in selecting new bookS,

perio~

The librarians checked the items

-65they used in their book selection in section V of the questionnaire.
Table

27

shows all 5 school librarians investigating books with the

following factors in mind:

content and aims of the curriculum, writers

and authors, library circulation and data used most frequently, inquiry
data--data asked for quite frequently--and standard booklists,

inclu~

ing the Booklist and Standard Catalog for High School Libraries.
one librarian felt sufficiently

w~acquainted

Only

with what public librar-

ies offered to use availability of other material as a chief factor in
the selection of new material.
Table

27.

Factors used in selecting new library materials and their
frequency as listed by the librarians of 5 selected high
schools of Northern Utah
Factor

Frequency

Content and aims of curriculUlll

5

Writers and authors

5

Library circulation data

5

InqUiry data

5

Standard booklist

5

Plans of teaching staff

4

Book and periodical format

2

Availability of other material

1

When the averages for the Cooperative Study evaluations \-lere made
and tabulated in table 28, 3 schools were rated 3, while 2 schools
were rated 4, average and very good, respectively.

These ratings

were applied to the Cooperative Study's thermometer scale on the

-66selection of materials. giving an average percentile of
schools.

49 percentile

Each of 3 schools were only 2 points below the

for the Northwest Association. while the
the

61 for the 5

ot~er

two were

20 points above

62 percentile assigned the large school. The average percentile

for the 5 schools was just 1 point below the large school's percentile.
The selection of li~rary materials was given a weight of 6 percent
by the Cooperative
Table

Stu~.

28. Evaluation rating on the selection of library materials as

accorded the libraries of 5 selected high schools of Northern

Utah
1

t

School
i

I

1

2

'4.0

3.0

4.0 ' 3.0

3.0 ,'3.1 ' 3.5

'82

47

82

47

47 ' 49

'61 , 61

61

, 61

61 ' 61

i

Evaluation on selection of
library materials
Percentile

4

3

or

,

I

Deviation from average

Summary.

i

W. 'Lar,e

I

I

Average percentile
5 schools

5

IN.

'21

'-14

21 '-14

,i

62
I

61

-14 '-12 ' 1

In all of the 5 high schools, teachers had an active

part in ordering books for the central library.

In one school the

teachers ordered all the books, leaving the librarian to check against
duplication.

Several factors used as aids in book selection were

listed by the 5 librarians.
centile rating of

The 5 schools received an

ave~age

61 on the selection of library materials.

per-

;:;.§1..:.
CHAPTER V

UTILIZATION OF THE LIBRARY
Just as "the proof of the pudding is in the eating," so the proof
of an efficient library is in the use given it.

It is of little con-

sequence to possess a well-planned library room, expensive furnishings,
a vast number of books, periodicals, ,amphlets, and a trained librarian,
if these facilities are permitted to remain idle.
established merely to

loo~

Libraries are not

at; they are established to use.

all, the library really

e~i9ts

students and teacher!".

Service, therefore, shouldibe the main attribute

~f

any

library.

only for the

After

us~e ~iven

It is the purpose of this chapter to

it by the

deter~ine

the use

given the libraries by their respective pupils and teachers.
Pupils' Use of the

Li2F~.

The investigator tried to

di~cover

the extent to which the pupils used their respentive librarieRo

In-

cluded in section VI of the High School Library Information Sheet were
questionR dealing directly with the pupils' use of the library facilities.

The

investi~ator

asked to reveal

realizes the limitations of the few questions

ac~11"ately

the entire situation.

Yet, a broad view

of the total student usage has been found.
The Ubrary should be the center of manv types of activities such
as investigat.ion, independent
and

prepara~ion

of lessons.

stu~,

browsing, recreational reading,

Included in the students'-use section of

the questionnaire were the questions found listed in table

29. Each

librarian was asked to answer the questions with respect to the library
and pupils of the school as they were, not what the ideal situation
should be.

The first question dealing with the number of pupils

having a library period revealed that not one school provided a library

-68period for all

However, all 5 schools tried to let each

stuoAnt~.

student have at least one period in the library during the 4-year
high school course.

Most schools were not provide' adequate facilities

to accommodate the entire school population.
quite a wide variation in number of
iods, ranging from only a few
course to about

53

~ercent

pu~ils

As can be seen, therA is

having regular library per-

register for a library technique

wh~

of the student body.

Four schools said

students generally used the library for classroom preparation, while
one stated that because the library was used regularly as a classroom,
there w~~ no time for students to use the library {or classroom preparation.

The entire group of librarians in the study felt that stu-

dents generally used the libraries for leisure reading.
For more objective proof of the use of the library, the number of
pupilq llolding cards was found.

In all 5 schools each pupil

a card either automatically or upon mere application,
access to the use of library materials.
sented actual cards to the pupils.

givin~

"TaS

given

him free

Not all the institutions pre-

In some schools a pupil merely

signed his name as he checked out a book.
Each librarian in the study gave approximate estimates regarding
number of books used per month and the number of pupils per month using
the library.

There was quite a wide range of students using the library

each month, varying from

400 to 600 punils, or, given in percent of

students enrolled. 44 percent to 94 percent.

67 percent of the students using the library.
using from

These students were

800 to 1450 books per month, a range of 1.7 to 3.6 books

per pupil for the total enrollment.
to

There was an average of

Their percentiles ranged from

32

66, with 48 a.s an average, making their average exactly the same as

-69the Northwest's average percentile.
ebove the
Table 29.

55

Two schools were equal to or

percentile of the large school.

The number of pupils using the library, number of books
used, and the Cooperative stu~1 s evaluation a,s taken
from the estimates given by librarians of 5 selected
high schools of Northern Utah

The pupils should also feel a responsibility for keeping the
library up to date and an attractive place to study.

Yet in not one

of the schools studied did students help collect books or verticle-file

-70material.

The 5 librarians, in answering the Information Sheet, stated

that their pupils were learning to respect and care for public

~roperty

and the rights of others as well as taking pride in the appearance of
the libraries.
The use of the library by the pupils was assigned a weight of g
percent.
Teachers's Use of the Library.

Although the high school library

is chiefly designed for the pupil, the teacher also has a great source
of material here for the enrichment of his course of study.

No longer

does the teacher depend upon the single textbook, for it is not adequate
to provide the wealth and breadth of experience now deemed vital to
teaching.

Teachers must have access to and use an abundant supply

of worthwhile materials.
One of the chief measures of the effectiveness of a library may
be the teachers' use of such material, for upon the direction of the
teacher lies the potential use the students will give a library.
,Pupil use and teacher use of a library are very closely related.

If

a teacher does not employ resources of the library himself, surely he
will not be apt to encourage the pupils to seek help there.

Teachers

who use the library for their work naturally direct students toward
the material found in the library.
To achieve a better picture of the teachers' use of the library
the writer used 2 questionnaires:

the High School Library Information

Sheet(c) and the Teachers' Use of the Library.(d)

Each regular teacher

in the 5 schools was asked to fill out a 5-point questionnaire concerning
(c)
(d)

cf.
cf.

Appendix A. p.
Appendix B. p.

-71his actual use of the library.

The High School Library Information

Sheet also included questions relative to the teachers' use as seen
by the librarian.

In discussing points with the librarians, the writer

found that all 5 schools were quite similar in the general use teachers
gave the library.

All 5 librarians reported that teachers. to varying

degrees, used their respective high school libraries for personal
growth, but that teachers usually sought other source. which contained
material more suitable for their purposes.

According to the librarians'

replies. the Utah State Agriculture College Library, being so accessible
to all 5 high schools, was quite generously used br the faculties for
personal growth.
of 2 and
work.

Of course, this fact accounts for the low evaluations

3 assigned the teachers' use of the libraries for their own

There were

3 schools rated 2. and 2 schools rated 3. poor and

average. respectively.
Relative to the teachers' use of the library for classroom needs,
both librarians and teachers agreed in their respective questionnaires
that, although libraries received a great deal of use, more could be
easily and effectively handled.

In the High SChool Library

Infor~

tion Sheet the 5 librarians in the study stated that many teachers used
the library and borrowed groups of books for classroom use.

The

teachers' answers in the Teachers' Use of the Library questionnaire
verified the librarians' statements, for of 95 teachers answering the
questions, 55 said they never obtained or used booklists from the
library. while

40 answered that they had received booklists and fre-

quently borrowed books to be used for indefinite periods of time in
the classroom.

Approximately half of the 55 stated that they either

used no reference books or had the needed books in the classroom library.

-72Teachers' Encouragement of Pupils in the Use of the Library.

In

commenting on the teachers' encouragement of pupils to use the library,
librarians and teachers in their respective questionnaires again agreed,
stating that nearly all teachers tried to encourage the pupils to use
the

libr~J

for leisure reading.

All librarians but one gave the

teachers an evaluation of 3. or average, on the Cooperative
One librarian gave a rating of

Stu~

scale.

4. Of the 95 teachers reporting on the

study, 78 reported definitely attempting to encourage pupils to use the
library for leisure reading.

Only

4 teachers listed any specific de-

vices used to stimulate pupils' use of the library, but the librarians,
in the High School Library Information Sheet. checked devices they
believed the teachers were using for this purpose.
the resulting devices listed.

Table 30 shows

Totaled. there were 8 different devices

mentioned by the librarians.
Table 30.

Devices used by teachers to encourage pupils to use the
library as stated by the librarians of 5 selected high
schools of Northern Utah
Device

Emphasizing current problems and insisting that
pupils keep in touch with current materials

Frequency

Posting articles and clippings on bulletin boards

5
4

Sending groups of pupils to library during
study of regular class periods

4

Recommending magazines to pupils

4

Teaching pupils how to use the library

3

HaVing pupils keep reading records

3

Exhibiting books

3

Contributing books and pamphlets

1

-73In the Teachers' Use of Library questionnaire the teachers of the

5 high schools were asked to list items which, if put into practice,
would enable the library and the library staff to serve the needs of
the school more efficiently.
the
g

The ten most frequently mentioned of

21 items listed are shown in table 31. There were 3 items listed

times~each.

The desire for a full-time librarian is apparently not

a representative need of the 5 schools, for only one school lacked a
full-time librarian, making all votes for the item coming from one
school.
Table

31. Ten most frequently mentioned items which would improve the
libraries as suggested by teachers of 5 selected high schools
of Northern Utah
Item

Frequency

Librarian give instruction in use of library

g

Full-time librarian

g

Librarian provide lists of available library
materials on various subjects

g

All students have study period

6

Do not use library as a classroom

6

Larger library

4

Larger book collection

4

Open longer hours

3

Special displays of books

3

List interesting articles from periodicals

3

-7lfOn the other hand, the librarians were asked to check activities
of the teachers that impair the efficiency of the library service.
There were 16 items listed with the ten most frequently mentioned
shown in table 32.
Table 32.

Ten most frequently listed activities of teachers that
impair the efficiency of library service as set down
by the librarians of 5 selected high schools of Northern

Utah
Activity
FAilure to notify librarians of needs until
too late

.
Failure to

i

I

learn available materials before
making assignments

5
5
4

Xeepine books longer than necessary
.

Failure to learn materials available in the
library
Do not know how to use the library
Indifferent to value of the library

4
\t

3

t

3

Take books out and then give assignments in
them

3

Failure to notify pupils of library deficiencies

3

Ask to take books out before they are
accessioned

3

Failure to charge books borrowed

2

-75Cooperative Study's

Ev~luation

for Teachers' Use of Library.

The

two previously mentioned evaluations for teachers' use of library for
their own work and teachers' encouragement of pupils to use the library
were averaged for each school.

These averages were applied to the

Cooperative Study's thermometer scale on Teachers' Use of Library.
with the results appearing in table

33. The average percentile

of the

5 schools waS 50. while the percentiles for the Northwest Association
and large schools were 41 and

57. respectively. making the average for

the 5 schools 9 points above the Northwest Association percentile. but

7 points below the percentile of large schools.

Teachers' Use of the

Library was given a weight of 6 percent by the Cooperative Study.
Table

33. General eValuation on the teachers' use of the library as
given by the librarians of 5 selected high schools of
Northern Utah
i

1

2

2

3

3

3

3

Average evaluation

2.5

3

Percentile

37

59

EValuation on teachers'
use for own work

i

~

• 4

2

2

3

3

4

2.5

2.5

,3.5

37

37

,gl

50 ' 50 ' 50

' 50

'50

' 50 '50

'-13

'31

t

Average percentile of the
5 high schools

I

Deviation from average

'-13

No data available.

,

i

2 'N.W.

'Lal'fie

1

Evaluation on teachers'
encouragement of pupils
to use library

*

School

t

9 '-13

f

• •
• •
2.6 ,2.9
41

,57

-9 ' 7

-76Summar::

The 5 high school librarians reported that, although

the libraries could not accommodate all the students in regular library
periods each year,

ep~h

student had the opportunity of having a library

period sometime during his high school course.

There was an estimated

average of 67 percent of the 6 schools' total enrollment using the
library each month. with an estimated average use of

2.5 books per

month for the 67 percent using the library, or an average use of 1.6
books per month by the total enrollment of the schools.

Pupils' use

of the library rated an average percentile of 48.
Alyhough the teachers of the 5 selected high ~chools did not
generally use the high school library for personal work, some of them
did use it for their classroom preparation and assignments, frequently
borrowing books to be used in the classfoom for indefinite lengths of
time.

Teachers seemed to encourage pupils to use the library for both

classroom preparation and leisure reading.
was given an average percentile rating of

Teachers' use of the library

50.

Teachers felt that there were several means whereby librarians
could improve their libraries such as giving library instruction and
listing all current and available references for the various subject
headings.

On the other hand, librarians felt that teachers could build

up the library service by being more prompt and attentive toward the
library's needs.

-77CHAPTER VI
HOUSING AND

E~UIPPING

THE LIBRARY

In view of the fact that the library is such an essential part of
the school life, it should be planned and equipped with the same care
as the gymnasium, shops, or any other school department.

J. C. Duff

says:
Eetter than I can ever know, you know the things which
are required to make a library. Eooks, shelves, tables, chairs,
charging desk, magazines,papers, pamphlets and clipping files,
display cases, pictures, posters, maps, globes, plaster casts,
ferns, flowers, ship models, an aquarium, a canary--would you
allow a canary in your library?-and las t of all, boys and girls,
in a large room, well-lighted, centrally looo.ted, make the
lil>rary.
But the complete library is achieved onlY' when the
room has acquired the friendly atmosphere and mellow character
which beckon to the passing student or tug at the coat tails of
the boy who must be away to his next class. The library must
become the living-room, the hearthside, of the school. If the
school has a soul, it will abide in the library.36
In the succeeding paragraphs are presented data tabulated from the
librarians' replies to

~estions

in Section VII of the High School

Library Information Sheet regarding the library rooms, size and seating
capacity, illumination, ventilation and heating, safety, shelving, end
miscellaneous equipment.

Books, being so essential a part of the li-

brary equipment, have been discussed separately elsewhere in this
paper.
Libr~

Rooms.

For their libraries, all 5 of the schools studied

had separate rooms centrally located in rather quiet atmospheres.
of the

One

5 schools reported that the library was used regularly as a class-

room for classes in English, speech, and library technique, very little
ti•• being left for the room to function solely as a library.

The other

4 libraries were used regularly as study halls. Each of the 5 schools
reported that other rooms were provided for the library.
36 Duff, J. C.

Each library

"The Librarian and the Junior High School."

p. 402.

-7'0had a stack room in connection with the reading room. wile one school
had a library classroom and work room with running water attached to
the library.
Size and Seating Capacity.

The size of the library rooms should,

of course, vary with the number of students enrolled.

On the inquiry

forms filled in by the librarians taking part in this study. space
was provided in section VII to give the size of the library rooms.
number of tables, and total number of chairs in the library room.
Upon the basis of these figures and the enrollment of the school, it
was possible to compute the percentages of the scbbol's enrollment which
the library could seat at one time.
Miss Lucile Fargo, in her book, The Library in the School. lists
estimates for the dimensions, size, capacity, and area of the library
based upon figures most frequently given by authorities of library work.
She recommends that a library should be able to seat 10 percent of the
school's enrollment at one time, giving 25 square feet per reader. 37
For each of the 5 schools represented in the study, table 34 shows
the percentage of the school's enrollment which could be seated at one
time and the comparison with the above mentioned 10 percent standard
set up by Miss Fargo.

Of the 5 schools, two were below the standard

while two were above; one fell on the exact standard as set up.
average percent of pupils who could be seated at one time was

The

9.8. The

deviation from the standard ranges from a -5 percent to 3 percent.

37

Fargo,

OPe

cit., p. 218.

-79Table 34.

Percent of enrollment which can be seated at one time in the
libraries of 5 selected high schools of Northern Utah
School
1

2

t

t

3

1

4

t

5

t

Percent of enrollment which could be seated
at one time
Standard percent set up by Fargo

13

10

12

10

10

10

3

0

2

5

9

10 10

t

Deviation fram standard

-5

-1

Taking the 10 percent as the percentage of students who should be
able to be seated at one time, multiplying it by

th~

25 square feet per

reader recommended by Miss Fargo, the writer found the square feet each
school library should have.

From this a

found in table 25,

comparison~

was made with the floor space actually contained in the respective libraries studied.

As can be seen, there were 2 schools possessing more

space than was actually needed according to the runount the school population required, while 3 schools fell below the demands.

The deviation

ranged from a -880 square feet to a t1820 square feet.

Table 35.

Actual floor area and floor area recommended by Fargo for
5 selected high school libraries of Northern Utah
School

t

1
Actual square feet of floor area

3420

2
2916

t

4

3

1540

t

720

5

1624

t

Square feet of floor area
Deviation from recommended area

t1820

·l066

-'110

-880

-151

Table

36

reveals the actual floor space per reader found in the

5 high school libraries included in this su.rvey.
floor spr>ce per reader ranged from
feet, with an average of

28.8

16.7

The square feet of

square feet to

square feet per reader, about

feet per reader more than the standards require.
tion from the recommended standard of
to a

415.7

Table

36.

40.7

25

square

3.8

However, the

square
devi~

square feet ranged from a

-8.3

square feet.
Aetual square feet of floor space per reader in the libraries
of 5 selected high schools of Northern Utah
School

1.

Actual square feet of floor area

2

, 3420 ' 2916
84 '

Seats in library

.'
I

1540

72 '

92

40.7' 40.5' 15.7

Square feet per reader

4

3

5

720 ' 1624

I

35 ' 64
20.6' 25.4

Deviation from standard of 25
square feet recommended by
Fargo

0.4

All chairs in each school were reported as being of one height,
and quite conducive to hygenic

posture~

Yet, the investigator noted

several broken chairs in three of the libraries being studied.
Heating and Ventilation.

From the answers supplied in the High

School Library Information Sheet given the librarians of the 5 schools
studied, the writer found that all 5 libraries received their heat from
steam heating systems, but only one librarian stated that the heating
sys tem "Tas so arranged as to allow one part of the building to be
heated without affecting the others.

Along with these two points,

-81tEl.ble 47 reo.eals the approximate temperatures at which the various
rooms were maintained when the temperature outside was low enough to
require heating of rooms.
two reported

~~ree

schools reported 70 degrees while

73 degrees Fahrenheit. The Cooperative Study suggests

that a temperature of 68 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit be maintained ,.,hen
heat is needed.

All libraries were reported as having special ven-

tilating facilities which insured the rooms a proper supply of clean
outside air and yet avoided direct drafts upon the pupils in the rooms.
The evaluation of the proper conditioning of air in table

37 is the

average of 5 evaluations taken from section VII off the questionnaire
given to the librarians during the process of the present study.
evalU8_tions are based on the Cooperative Study evaluations.

These

On the

5-point scale, with 5 as high, 3 schools rated approximately 4, while 2
schools rated

3.2 and 2.4, respectively. Three represent. an average,

but at the time of the present study, averages and norms for this
section had not been formulated by the Cooperative Study.
Table

37. Heating facilities of the libraries of 5 selected high
schools in Northern Utah
School
I

2

1

Type of heating system used • steam
Can one part of library be
heated separately?
Degrees Fahrenheit maintained in room
Evaluation of proper conditioning of air in library

'steam • steam

no

• 70

t

4

3
I

5

steam • steam

yes

no

no

no

70

73

73

73

3.2

4

2.4

4

I

4.2

Illumination.

Illumination of a library is of the greatest

im~or-

tance, and each reading room should be provided with the proper kind
and amount of natural and artificial light.

Reading from Miss Fargo

again in her book Library in the School, one finds that a reading room
should have window space equaling from 20-25 percent of the floor space. 38
As means of a definite basis for comparison, the minimum standard of 20
will be used.

Besides thnt, light should be provided from the ceiling

from fixtures of the indirect or semi-direct type.
that

pu~ils

Care should be taken

are not forced to 8i t directly facing the side of the room

from which the light enters.
A tabulation of the answers to the topics in the High School Library
Information Sheet given the librarians of the 5 high schools in this survey revealed, tabulated in table

38, that 3 of the 5 schools studied had

less than the 20 percent glass area of floor area recommended by the
authorities,as stunmarized by Miss Fargo.
floor area varied from

The range of glass area over

11.5 percent to 36 percent, with a deviation

from the 20 percent standard previously mentioned ranging from
to

-8.5

15.
The above figures do not tell the entire story, for other items

listed in the table bring out different aspects which are very important.

Although all libraries were located where direct sunlight could

enter the windows, only 2 schools had window shades of any type.

One

additional school had glazed window glass which quite adequately served
the same purpose as window shades.

Both schools having window shades

re:ported that the shades could be adjusted at both top and bottom.

38 Fargo,

Ope cit., p. 229.

Three school librarians in the study reported that some of the pu.pils
occasionally had to face the direct light.

Four schools were equipped

with artificial lighting of the semi-direct type and one school had
indirect lights, the number of lights varying from three in the smallest
library room to

12 in another.

In all libraries, except the one con-

taining only 3 lights, the fixtures were arranged so part of the lights
worked independently of the others, making possible the equalization of
light in a room at all times.
library room.

There were only

10 lights in the largest

4,

the librarians felt that

With the exception of school

their artificta lighting requirements were well

sa~isfied.

For the

illumination in the libraries the evaluations as set up by the Cooperative Study ranged from 2 to
Table

4.5, poor to very good, respectively.

38. Lighting facilities as found in the libraries of 5 selected
high schools of Northern Utah

1

2

,School
, 3

,

4

,
I

5

680 ' 336' 192 '252 '332.5

Square feet of window space
Square feet of floor space

'3420 '2916 11540

Percent glass area is of floor area

1 19.9 '11.5

I

12.4 '35.0 '20.4

Minimum standard set by Fargo

I

20.0 '20.0

I

20.0 '20.0 '20.0

Deviation from standard
Kind of window shades
Are shades adjustable at top
and bottom
Type of artificial lights

720 '1624

'15.0 ' 9.4
'Vene- 'None 'glazed
tian
glass

,yes ,none

I

none

none
none

I

tan
cloth
yes

I

serni- semi- insemi- semi'direct'dired direct1direct direct

10 , 12

Number of artificial lights
Evaluation of lighting facilities

II

I

4.5 ,2.5

I

8

3

10

4.5

2

4

-84Safety.

In the inquiry form given the 5 librarians taking part

in the survey were several questions, found in section VII of the
questionnaire, concerning a very important factor in any public building:

safety.

Each of the 5 schools studied reported that all rooms

had exits to safety.

Not one library was directly connected to a

fire escape, but one had a fire escape across the hall from the
library.

All 5 had direct and easy access to outside doors,

which had safety locks and opened outward.

all of

Such a precaution prevents

the probability of crowding against a door until it cannot be opened.
Only one of the 5 schools had special floor covering of cork, while the
others had board floors, which were at times both

slip~ery

and noisy.

When evaluated in terms of the Cooperative study, only one library was
given a rating of 4, or very good,. while the others received a rating
of

3, or average.
Shelvine.

Among the indispensible equipment for any but the

smallest library is shelving.

In The Library in the School Miss Fargo

says, "Shelves sag if they are more than 3 feet long, and valuable
space is lost if they are non-adJustable. u39

Reading on, one finds

that standard shelves should be 8 inches in depth, with some shelves
as large as 12 inches in depth to accommodate periodicals and oversized books.

Height of shelves in a high school may vary from

10 inches to 7 feet.
students.

6 feet

This height makes the shelves accessible to all

There are two kinds of shelving:

wall and stack.

Wall

shelving, built.against the wall, usually has no wood backing unless
for protection of books from heat.

Stacks built

usually have both sides used for holding books.

39 Fargo, -.2E...- c1 t. t

p.

236.

aw~v

from the wall

In table 39, which

shows the amount and types of shelving found in the 5 schools included
in the survey, a section or unit of shelving consists of all the shelves
included between two vertical supports or endpieces.
there exists quite a wide difference.

In the shelving

Four schools had both wall and

stack shelving, while one school had only stack shelving.
of each section closely follows the standard of

3

the 5 schools investigated had 3-foot shelving.

The length

feet, for four of

One school had 3-foot

shelving in the wall shelves, but had 6-foot shelving in the stacks.
Depth of shelves presented a larger variety of figures, varying from

6

7-

inches to 12 inches.
t

Twelve inches was mentionea twice, while 6- ,

and S-inch depths were mentioned once each.

These figures com-

pare quite favorably with the previously mentioned standard of g
inches for depth, while the figures for the height from the

rl~~r

of

shelving compare even more favorably with the suggested standard of

7 feet from the floor.

Three schools reported a height of 5 feet for

stacks and g feet for wall shelving.
shelving was unadjustable.

One school reported that the

Only one school reported having open shelves

where students were permitted to get in by the books.
Table

39. Amount and type of shelving found in the libraries of 5
selected high schools of Northern Utah

-86Miscellaneous Equipment.

Table 40 shows the miscellaneous equip-

ment possessed by the different libraries and the frequency.
Table

40. Fifteen most frequently mentioned items of miscellaneous
equipment possessed by the libraries of 5 selected high
schools of Northern Utah
Frequency

Item
I )

Charging desk

5

Library desk

5

Card catalog

5

Bulletin boards

~

4

Dictionary stand

4

Clip files

3

Verticle files

3

Return box for books

3

Typewriter

3

Pamphlet files

2

Picture files

2

Atlas case and stand

2

Museum case

1

Open shelves

1

Plumbing

1

~B;2'.

Four of the 5 libraries were housed in separate rooms,

while one had a classroom-library combination.

The percent of enrol-

ment which could be seated at one time ranged from 5 percent to 13
percent, with an average of slightly less than 10 percent, making
their average almost equal to the recommended 10 percent given by

-87Fargo. Although the libraries met the seating recommendat;.ons, two
of the 5 libraries fell below the standard of providing

25 square

feet per reader.
All 5 libraries had steam heat, keepinG their library rooms at
temperatures ranging from 70 to 73 degrees Fahrenheit when heat was
needed.

Four of the 5 had ample lighting fixtures of either the

semi-direct or the indirect type, while the remaining one had only

3 small lights which on dark
ination to the room.
2 to

d~s

could never give sufficient illum-

Their evaluations on illumination ranged from

4.5. poor and very good, respectively.

;

Although not one library was directly connected to a fire escape,
all had exits to safety.
and opened outward.

The doors were equipped with safety locks

One schoel received a rating of 4, while the

other received a rating of

3.

Four of the 5 libraries had ample, well constructed shelving.
while the other library had unattractive, poorly constructed shelving.
Included in a very insufficient list of miscellaneous equipment,

5 librarians reported having charging desks, library desks, and card
catalogs.
schools.

Beyond those 3 items, no other item was found in all 5

-sg..
CHAPTER VII
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS !lID GENERAL EVALUATIONS
It is the

~urpose

of this chapter to accomplish two things:

to list the special characteristics found in the

first,

5 libraries studied

with reference to best elements, poorest elements, improvements made,
and improvements planned; second, to determine the Cooperative Study's
summary scores and equivalent percentiles for the various high school
libraries included in the survey.
In the last section of the High School Library Information Sheet
each of the

5 librarians was requested to list

spe~ial

characteristics

of her library, including the best elements of library service, respects
in which it is in need of improvement, respects in which it has been
improved within the last 2 years, and the
planned for the future.

~ne

improve~ents

definitely

librarians' answers to these items were

tabulated and appear in table 41 t showing the frequency of all items
mentioned.
~est

and Poorest Elements of Libraries.

Among the best elements

of the libreries three librarians felt that their increased service to
the classes was the most important, while two librarians felt that their
classification and cataloging of books was the best.

One librarian was

seriously concerned with her innovation of open shelves.

The lack of

time upon the part of the students to use the library was the most
frequently mentioned of the poorest elements in the libraries studied.
I~rovements

Made, and

I~provements

Planned for Future.

Mentioned

most frequently in improvements made were improved rooms and equipment,
being mentioned by four of the

5 librarians •. Next came classification

and cataloging, tied with departmental recommendation for the purchasing

-89There were 36 items mentioned as recent improvements,

of new books.

while there were 5 items listed as improvements planned for the future.
Improvement of the library reading room, mentioned by

4 librarians,

ranked first, with new office equipment coming second with a frequency
of 3.
Table

41.

Special characteristics of 5 high school libraries as
stated by the librarians of 5 selected high schools of
Northern Utah

1.

Best elements of the libraries
Frequency

Item
Increased service to classes

3

Book classification and cataloging system

2

Reading guidance

1

Open stacks

1

Good cooperation between teachers and librarians

t

1

-=
2.

Poorest elements of the libraries

Item

Frequency

Students' lack of time in the library

4

Need of up-to-de.te material

1

Need full-time librarian

1

No teacher supervision of study classes

1

-903.

Improvements m&de le.st 2 years
Frequency

Item
Improved conditions of library

4

Started cataloging and classifying

2

Departmental distribution of book fund

;

Completed cataloging and classifying

;

,
,

2

1

Increased library budget per pupil

1

Open stacks

1
+

4.

Improvements planned for the future

Item

Frequency

4

Improvement of library reading room
New office equipment
Finish cataloging books

2

Full-time librarian

1

Wider rar.ge of books

1

High School Library

S~1ary

Scores.

To procure a general view

of a library as a whole, the Cooperative Study had the separate evaluations and their respective percentiles tabulated.

The percentiles

were multiplied by the weights assigned them and totaled.
a figure known as the weighted percentile.

This gave

When divided by 100, the

total of the weights aSSigned, the weighted percentile yielded the
summary score which, when applied to the Cooperative Study's Percentile
Conversion Table, gave the equivalent

~ercentile.

When, as in the

-91case of school 2. data is not available, the divisor of the "leighted
percentile is less, the weights for the missing data being subtracted
from 100.

The equivalent percentile, when applied to the summary ther-

mometer, shows the summary relationship which exists between that particular school and other schools of similar size, type, location,
and accreditation.
Table 42. along with the total weighted percentiles. summary scores.
and equivalent percentiles, shows the relationship of the 5 school libraries studied to each other, the Northwest Association, and the
large school.

-

The equivalent percentiles ranged

an average percentile of

f~om

22 to

83 with

75. Four of the 5 libraries in the survey

were above the average percentile, while school 4 was 43 points below.
The average for the 5 schools was above the percentiles for both the

-92Summary.

The librarians listed increased service to classes

and book classification and cataloging as the best elements of their
libraries, while listing stUdents' lack of time in the library as the
poorest element of their libraries.

Among future improvements, librar-

ians had planned to improve the library reading room in general appearance, while three listed new office eqUipment as an additional planned
improvement.
When the total evaluations and percentiles were formulated for
the 5 school libraries, 4 libraries were fairly even in rating, the
highest. and lowest being
of

15

for the

4

83

and

67

respectively.

fhe average percentile

schools presents a very sharp contrast to the 22 per-

centile of the remaining school library.

The average equivalent per-

centile of the 5 schools was 65 as compared with 52 and 64, the percentiles of the Northwest Association and the large schools, respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the study of 5 selected high school libraries of Northern
Utah the following conclusions have been drawn:
1.

The application of the technique of library measurement as set

up by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards has served as
the basis for the evaluation of various aspects of

5

selected high

school libraries of Northern Utah with regard to objectives, library
,materials, organization and administration. selection of material,
use of the library. and housing and equipping the library.
2.

The Cooperative Study's technique has also served as a basis

for determining the relative percentiles assigned the various aspects
of the libraries studied. facilitating comparisons of the 5 schools
with each other and with other high schools similar in size, type,
location, and accreditation.

3. These 5 libraries have been found to fluctuate considerably
in the various aspects measured.

These fluctuations are frequently

desirable, for they show adjustments to specific local conditions.
However. some variations were not justifiable, since the facilities
rather inadequately met the needs of the school.

4. When evaluated in tems of the above standards and applied
to the Cooperative Study's thermometer scales, the average percentile of the 5 high school libraries studied was equal to or above

65 percent of similar high school libraries found in the United States.
Four of the 5 libraries were above the standards set up for the Northwest Association and the large school, while the remaining school was
decidedly inferior.

-945. In setting up such a technique for self-analysis of the
librexy, the present study may aid administrators to recognize the
strong and weak points of their libraries, and may serve to

sti~~

late the libraries toward continuous growth and improvement that
they might better serve the increasing demands of modern school life.

-95APPENDIX A
HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY IliIi'OIUltATION

SID~T

(This 1s a copy of the questionnaire answered by the 5 librarians
in the stu~.)
After each section of information, blanks are provided for evalua.tions which are to be made, wherever called for, in the light of
the preceding information, using a 5-point rating scale, as follows:
5.--High1y satisfactory or practically perfect; the provisions
or conditions are present and functioning almost perfectly
4.--Very good; distinctly above average; the provisions or
conditions are present and functioning very well
;

3.~-Average;

the provisions or conditions are present and
functioning fairly well

2.--Poor; distinctly below average; the provisions or conditIOns are present in an inadequate amount or, if present,
are functioning poorly
1.--¥ery poor; the provisions or conditions, although needed,
are very poorly met or not present at all
I.

General Information
1. Name of school
2. Location of sch-o-o~l-----------------------------------3.. Name of person reporting:~______.
Position_________
4
Type of organization: 8-4
8-3
; 6-6
;
6-3- 3
; 6-2-4.
-----5. Number of teachers on facu1ty_ _-....-----,~___",....
• Length of periods
6. Total enrollment
What
type
of
popUlation
does
the
school serve? _ _ _ _ __
7.

---

II. Objectives of the Library
8. List statements covering the objectives of your library:

A.
B.
C.
D.

-96III.

Inventory of the Library Materials
A. Book Collection
10.
What method?
A. Are the books classified?
B. Are the books catalogued or-indexed?
C. Are the books accessioned?
D. Are booklists for pupil reading kept in the
library?
E. Is there an author list kept?
F. How are books shelved?
When?
G. Are books ever discarded?
11. Book Inventory
'Evaluation:
'How adequate
I Number of' Number of 'is each clas'sification in
'Number of 'Humber of 'titles in' titles
' eopyrighteArelation to
'different 'duplicate 'Wilson
'Catalog , since 1930'its need?
'copies
'titles

-

,

,

,

,

,

;

I

000
General
Ref erence '
100
Philosophy'
200
Religion I

300
Social
Sciences
400
Philology
500
Science
600
Useful Arts
700
'
Fine Arts

-,,--------~----------~------------

300

Literature
900
'
Travel
History
Bio~ra:phy

Fiction
12.

Total number of volumes in library
volumes per pupil?
•

---•

Number of

13.
A.
B.
(
(

)
)

Number of unabridged dictionaries •
Number of encyclopedia sets.
List names.
...",.~-

How adequately is the library organized for service?
How well are books cared for?

-97B.

Periodicals (including newspapers)
14.
A. List the periodicals taken regularly by the library:
B. Check ( ) the periodicals of which back n~mbers
are kept.
C. Double check ( ) those which are bound and kept
permanen tly.
15. Is the Readers' Guice to Periodical Literature t~~en
regularly? _ _ __

C.

Hiscellaneous
16. Is there a collection of paill~hlets? ____•
•
17 How filed?
Is
there
a
collection
of
clippings?
•
17.
How filed?
--.
,;
18. Is there a collection of bulletins?
Eo'''' filed?
-.
19. }]xtldn any type of visual aids kept.
I

IV.

(
(
(
(

)
)
),
)

(
(

)
)

How extensive?
Indexed?
Ho,,, extend vet
How extensive'---How extensive?How extensi ve?--.,--~--

-----..---

How adequate is the supply of pamphlets, bulletins, clippings,etc?
How well are such materials kept up to date?
How satisfactorily are they organized and indexed?
How adequate is the supply of illustrative and visual
aid materials?
How well are such materials kept up to date?
How satisfactorily are they organized and indexed?

Organization and Administration
A. Finances and their Administration
20. Is the library included in the annual school budget? ____
21. By whom is the budget made?
When? --.,,,,.....----,.
22. Is there a definite budget for periodicals?
How much't _____
_ ; How much?
• Repairs? _ _ _ __
23. Supplies?
Comments:
23a. What percent of expenditures is allowed for periodicals?
24. How are these amounts determined?
By whom!';' - - - 25. Does the library receive money from other sources?
-----What sources?
Amount?
26. Amount of appropriations and e:xpe-n"":'d~i"'tur-e-s-:------Year '

Appropriation' Expenditures 'School Pop-' Amount
,
'ulation
Per Pupil

193 37'
,
1937-38 ' _____--.....;-:--_ _ _ _--.',.---___---"._ _
1938-39'
t
19:29-fiOo t

-9S27.
28.

29.

Is allotment of funds made to departments? _ _• Subjects? ____
Teachers?
Is there -a--=f-un~d-a'7""t-:the command of the librarian for the
payment of small bills?_•...,-:-_-,,-_
Is there a proper accou-'I1.ting for all money handled? ____
Explain:

----------------------------------------------

(
(
B.

)
)

How adequately are the library and library services financed?
How effectively are library funds expended and accounted for?

The Library Personnel
t
Teacher-librarian
,
30. Type of librarian: Full time
principal-librarian
t public librarian
, Other, --31. Total years experience as full time librarian
Teacher-librarian
, public librarian
, Other
librarian work
•
32. Has the full tim€ librarian (or teacher-librarian) ever
been a classroom teacher?
Years
Subjects
33. Does the librarian rank as a faoul t;55 member? _ _ _ _ _ __
34 • Is the librarian on the same salary schedule as the
teachers?
--=-----:-35. Number of classes taught by teacher-librarian~___________
Subjects taught_ _~--________--__--------------------36. Other duties of the librarian
is devoted to the
37. Periods per day the librarian-~--~--~~~~------------library
38 • Number -o~f-a-s-s~i-s~tan--t~l~i~b-r-ar~i~a-n-s--------.-MT-o~tal~-t~~~'m-e--p-e-r----day, clock hours, they spend helping in the library__~___
Number
of pupil assistants
• Time per da~r spent
39.
in library__~--~~__~~~---~~~~--------------40. By whom are the pupil assistants selected?~____~________
41. Upon what bases are the pupil B,ssistants selected?_ _ __

------

-=-~---:-

42.

Are the pupil assistants trained?
of their training?

---What

is the nature

---------------------------------------

43. Check activities of pupil assistants in the space
provided:
_.___Placing returned books on shelves
Checking returned books
:::: Charging books
Getting books and materials from shelves
:::: Filing charge slips
Assisting with library housekeeping
---- Mending books
---- Checking attendance
---- Assisting with displays and exhibits
---- Assisting 1)u'Pils to find books and materials
Filing clippings, pictures, etc.
Maintaining ~iscipline
---- Keening magazines in order
--- Assisting with overdue books
Mounting pictures

====
====

-99------------List
(

)

Filing catalogue cards
Helning with inventor~
Reading the shelves
Making posters
Preparing books for the shelves
Typing book cards
other activities

-------------------------------------

How adequate 2re the provisions for library personnel?

44. Personal data for the Librarian
I.

Preparation
A. Schools attended
Name of Institution

State

Dates of
Degree Date of
Attendance ~8nted Degree

of institutions in which librrry work
was tak'3n:

Na~e

B.

Experience
1. ~Xgerience in Educational Institutions
Position
City or Co. State Dates Uo. of Years

Total experience in Educational Institutions
Years
2. Other experience
Position City or Co. State Dates No. of Years

--,.--

Total other experience

-----Years

C.

Academic Preparation
Subjects
Undergraduate Work Graduate ''';ork
English

Foreign~L-a-n-gu--ag--e--------------------------------

Mathema;tics
Science
--------------------------------Social Studies
Fine Arts
---------------------------------Practical Arts
Business Education
Health and Phys. E:~d-.-----------Phil 0 sophy______________________________
Psychology______________________________________
Others

~100-

D.

Professional Preparation
List as indicated in quarter hours:
Librarianship
Subjects

Undergraduate

Graduate

Undergraduate

Graduate

Total
Education
Subjects

Total

to.

( ) How adequate is the general education of the library staff?
( ) How great is the ability of the staff to make the library
useful and attractive?

( ) How adequate is the preparation of the library staff
for organizing and managing the library and its materials?

( ) How well is the staff qualified by preparation and ability
( )

45.

to help the teachers make the school's educational
program effective?
How well is the staff qualified by preparation and
ability to make the library useful for study and
attractive for leisure reading?

------

What national organization has the librarian joined?

46.

47.

A.

What books or magazine articles have you written
in the past five years?
Title
Name of Magazine
Date published

~.

Indicate appearances on programs of professionsl
organizations
Title
Date
Organization

What books have you read within the last six months:
A. Professional
~. Non Professional
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48. What professional magazines

do you read regularly?

49. Where have you traveled the last two years? (Indicate
time spent on trip)

50. Indicate college credit (in quarter hours) secured the
51.

(

last three years. In education
• In subject-matter
fields
• Library work
•
Describe any active part taken in research the last
three years.

) How extensive or' outstanding have been the efforts at
52.

improvement through educational exp,rimentation and
research?
List other w~vs used in improvement in service during
the last three years___________________________________

( ) How extensive and outstanding have been these other ways
for improvement?
How extensiv'e and reliable are the evidences that the
library staff is improving in professional ability and
service?
( ) How extensive and effective are the efforts of the
library staff to improve in service?
What
are the outstanding contributions of the librarian
53. to school
life? _______________________________________
(

)

(,)
C.

How significant are these contributions to school life
as indicated above?

Accessiblli ty of Library to Pupils
54. Is the library open regularly for use before school?
How long?
55. Is the library open regularly for use during noon hour?-=~_
56. Is the library open re~larly for use after school?
How long?
57. Are any s~tu-d~e-n~ts prohibited from possessing a library
card'
For what reasons?
58. How long may reference books-r(~in-c~l~u~d~i~ng---r-e-s-er-v-e~b-o-o~k-s~)--be borrowed?
• Fiction books?
Non-fiction
books?

---

59.

---

----

Arere-n-ew-a~l~p-r~i~v~i~l-e-g-e-s-r-e-s~t~r~i~c~t-e~d~?-------.~H~o-w~?----------

60. Is there a fine on overdue books?
Amount?
61. What happens to money received as fines?
-------62. Is borrowing power curtailed for failure to return
books?

----------------------------------------------

-102Must lost books be replaced by the losers?
Are rules concerning fines and replacements---=---=-=~enforced?
Are there any precautions taken about books returned by pupils having contagious diseases ?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Give statement

66.
67.
68.

76.

value? __~--___------~~~~----~--~-----~~------Is there free access to all shelves for all pupils?-=--__
Is there any provisions for the school library's being
a community library.
How?~_~___~___________
Does the library serve adult evening classes?
How?
-------Are all pupils scheduled for regular library periods?___
. Explain~_______~---~~__--~---------~----Do entire classes go to the library pnder supervision
of a tee.cher?
---~~~~---~~~~~----~~----Are all pupils
permitted to go to the library freely
during the study periods of regular classes~___~____
Explain briefly the procedure for admission from class
study period to the library.
Must the pupils remain in the library the entire period?

77.

If pupils use the library as a study hall do they go
there regularly? _______________________________________

69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

(

D.

Are books loaned freely to classroom for such periods
of ti:ne as are deemed advisable by teachers?_ _ _ _ __
Are circulation data kept?~~____~~~--~---~----Are open shelves used except for material of unus~~

)

How adequate are the provisions for making the library
readily accessible to pupils?

Librarian's Responsibility with respect to the operation of
the Library.

78.
79.
80.
81.

A.

Is the library al\,lays under supervision of the
librarian when open?~~~-----~--~~~----~--B. Do teachers regularly help supervise the library?
How often does the librarian take inventory of the ----library?
Does the--=-l"!"':ib:-r-ar-----:i:-an--s-e-e~th~a-t-:--t~h-e-v-e-n~t~i~l-at~i~o-n-an--=d:-------iilumination are properly controlled'
Does the librarian require the proper------~---~-----use of the library
and proper conduct while in it? ________________________

82.
A.

83.
84.

Does the librarian take personal charge of making
the library attractive?~~~~-_--____~--:~---B. Does the librarian ke9!> the library attractive? _ __
How?
Does the------~~--~-----------~---:~--:~--~---school librarian cooperate directly with other
library agencies?
How?
Does the 1 i brarian make an ann-u--:al=-r-e-p-o-r-:-t-o-=f~th:-e-s-:t-a~t-u-s-and needs of the library? __________________________
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85. Does the librarian report occasionally its accomplish-

ments and services to the public' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How? ______________________________________________

(

E.

)

How effectively does the librarian discharge her
responsibility with respect to the operation of the
library?

Librarian's Responsibility with Respect to other Staff Members
and Pupils.
86. Does the librarian attend faculty meeting regularly?

S8.

Does the librarian hold regular conferences with
teachers to learn their plans and librarian needs?
How often?
-",.---..,..-Does the librarian inform teachers about new books?

S9. How are they notifiedT~~~~~~----~~~~~---
90. What information is included in this notification?
I

----

91. Check the activities of the librarian that are helpful

to teachers:
Notifying teachers of new material in library
---- Placing books needed by classes on reserve shelf
- - Providing faculty reading room books.
---- Borrowing books from other libraries as requested
by teachers
Keeping in touch with units being studied in
---- various classes
____ Teaching pupils how to use the library
Assisting the pupils to find materials
Providing illustrative materials
---- Notifying teachers of new publications not in
----- library in which they may be interested
Suggesting books which pupils may read for pleasure
---- List other activities.

92.

Does librarian direct the reference work of nunils?
~

~

-

93. Does the librarian herself instruct pupils in the use-of all accessible library facilities?

94. Does the librarian help
95.
96.

97.

pu~ilst teach-e-r-s-.-an--d~o-t~h-e-r---

users of the library find the materials desired on
special topics?__~~--~--~~__~~~--------Is library instruction given all pupilsT _____________

By whom?_~-~--~~~~~__--~--~~----------
In what grade do pupils first receive library
instruction?
Class
~------~------Is library instruction an independent
course?
Unit of another course?
------Incidental in any class?

-----------------------------
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98. Who decides what shall be in these library courses?
(

)

How well is library instruction provided in the school?

99. Check the devices used by the librarian to stimulate
-interest in reading:
Using bulletin boards
----Prenaring and nosting book lists
---- Pro~iding shelf or table for new books
----Using nosters for advertising books and magazines
---- Keeping in touch with units being studies in the
---- various classes
Posting literature maps
Encouraging llu-pils to bring clippings
----Borrowing bo~ks from local libr~y
Conferring with pupils regarding library
Providing a browsing corner
Taking library census to discoyer pupils who are
not using the library or are using it infrequently.
____ Displaying projects prepared by pupils in classes
of various teachers
____ Having teachers take books to class and advertise
them.
List any other device used.

=
:::=

100.

Does the librarian provide such materials as pamphlets,
books, articles, and bulletins for guidance and
exploration of occupations, making them readily
accessible to pupils?________________________________

(

How well does the school maintain and use guidance
materials?

)

101.
102.

V.

(

)

(

)

Does the librarian collect and organize for use such
bulletins, pamphlets, leaflets, etc., as are of value
in the educational program?
Does the librarian collect -an~d--or-g-an--i-z-e--s-u-c~h~i~l~l-u-s-t-r-a-iive
or visual aid materials as pictures, museum specimens,
etc •• as are of value in the educational program?_____
How well does the library provide for the educational
and recreational needs of its public?
How effectively does the librarian dischexge such
responsibilities with respect to other staff members
and the pupilsJ

Selection of Library Materials
104. Who selects the books for the library? - : : - - : - : - - : - - - 105. Is each book personally investtgated before i t is
purchased?_________________________________________

-105106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

(
VI.

)

Are p~pils consulted concernine books to be
purchased'__~~~~~__~~_________________________
Who approves the book order?~~~~____~__~_______
Are all gift books accepted subject to evaluation
before being cataloged' __~~~__________~~_______
Are all books offered to the library accepted? _______
Who decides what magazines shall be ordered?_________
Are temporary binders provided for all current
periodicals?~__~__~~____~~____~__________~~
Check the following factors which receive appropriate
consideration in the selection of books, periodicals,
and other library materials:
Content and aims of the curriculum
Writers or authors
---- Book and periodical format--bindin~print, paper,
---- appearance, and durability
Availability of other library materials in the
community
.
t
Library circulation data and types used most
Inquiry data--materials called for
---- Suggestions of pupils
---- Plans and needs of the teaching staff and suggestions by the teaching stBf~
The Booklist, Standard Catalog for High School
---- Libraries, Book review periodicals, Book Review
Digest
____ Standard lists of approved or recommended books
How efficiently is new material for the library
selected in light of such above factors?

Utilization of the Library
A. Teachers' Use of the Library
113. Do teachers use the school library extensively to
promote their own personal and professional
growth?~______~__~~_________~__~~~~~__~__
114. Do teachers use the library extensively in their class
room planning and teaching to enrich their curriculum?
115.

Check the devices used by teachers to encourage the
pupils to use the school library:
Posting articles and clipuings on classroom
---- bulletin boards--informing where additional
materials can be found.
Contributing books to library
----- Teaching uupils how to use reference books related
---- to specified course
Sending groups of pupils to library during class
---- periods
____ Emphasizing current problems and ihsisting that
pupils keep in touch with magazines and newspa~ers
to be found in library
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116.

117.
118.
119.
( )

( )
(

)

( )
B.

____ Recommending magazines to be used by pupils
Having puni1s keep records of books they read
:::: Donation ~f pamphlets to the library
Exhibiting interesting books on desk
Check the activities of teachers that impair the
efficiency of library service:
Giving late notice of needed materials
Failure to learn what :naterials are avail2.ble
before making library assignment
Not knowing how to use the library
- - Indifference to value of library
---- Keening books longer than necessary
---- Usi~~ single text books in teaching
---- Making v~~e and indefinite assignments
:::: Taking books out of library and assigning pupils
material in books they themselves have checked
out
Failure to become familiar with library materials
Failure to give pupils noticesiof overdue books
Failure to charge books which they borrow
----Asking to take out books before they are accessioned
:::: Sending pupils to the library for disciplinary
reasons
Losing books
---- Failure to suggest books to be ordered
Failure to come to the library
List other devices

Do teachers and classes borrow books md other materis~
for use in the class?
Do teachers encoUrage-p-u-p~il=-s""'-t"'o-u-'s-e--'t""h-e library for
recreational and leisure reading?

-------

How extensively do teachers use the library and its
materials for their own work?
How much do teachers st'imulate pupils to use the
library and library materials?
How extensive are the efforts of the staff to effect
improvement of the library and its service?
How well has the work of improvement been done?

Pupils I Use of the Library
119. Do pupils • individually and in groups. COInlIlonly find
the library a profitable center for classroom
preparation'?
--~~~~----~--~--~~--~~--------120. Do pupils use
the library extensively for leisure
reading and developing other leisure interests?
,---121. Do pupils help collect verticle file materie~ for
libraries?

-------------------------------------------
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123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
l2S.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Are pupils learning to respect public property and
help care for it?______________~--~----~--~----Are pupils learning to respect the rights of others
in the library and in i ts use?=--_~-_:__:_-__:_=_:~
To what extent is a regular library period available
for each student?
Average number of--~~~~----~~--~-~--:-~~--school library books circulated"to
pupils per month~~=-_~_
Average number of different pupils to whom school
library books circulate per month-=--_--:"'_.
Number of high school pupils holding school library
cards
-~~~-~Are pupils
learning to use the other libraries in
the community?____________________________________
How extensively and effectively
books of the library?
How extensively and effectively
periodicals?
How extensively and effectively
file materials?
How extensively and effectively
aid materials?

do pupils use the
do

pu~ils

use

f

do pupils use verticle
do pupils use visual

VII. Rousing and Equipping the Library
129.

130.

Where is the library housed?~~~_Building,
Floor. Is this a quiet location?
Is it
centrally and conveniently located?________________
Make diagram.
Check the room provided for the library: Conference
room
. , Reading room
• Library classroom
, Librarian's work room
, storage room
, Stack room
, Any others
~Is~t~h-e~library used regularly as a study--h~al~l~?~----Are there some adjoining rooms that can be used for
library extension?
Sizes______~~~-----------Library reading room length_ _ _ , width______
height_______________

--131.
132.
133.
134.
(

)

How adequate is the space provided for the library
reading rooms?

l34a. How many tables are there in the library?_ _ __
Length
, Width~_ _ __
135. How many chairs are there to a table?
136. What per cent of the high school enrollment can be
seated at one time in the library?
Are
all chairs one height?
-137.
------------~----------construction as to
138 • Are tables and chairs of such
encourage hygienic and comfortable posture? _ _ _ __
~--,----~

(

)

Row well are the above fe,cili ties for hygienic and
comfortable posture provided and used in the library?
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139. How many windows in room?

140.

143.
144.
145.
146.
(

)

(

)

Size of each
"-----Are there shades on the windows?
Type
Color~__~~__~~
Are the window shades adjustable at both top and
bottom?
~--=---Are pupils
when seated obliged t'o face a direct light?

------

Is artificial light direct?
indirect_ _ __
or semi-d.irect
How many lights--~-:--are there?~_ _ _~--:-_ _-:--_ _ _-::-;:
May lights on one side of the room be turned on or off
without affecting those on the other side? __~~_~___
Are the walls. ceiling, and trim tinted to reflect
light, but have no glare? ____________________________
t

How well are pupils made to reHlize the importance of'
proper illumination in the library?
How adequate and efficient are provisions for
illumination in the library?
;

147. What type of heating system is used?

148.

149.
150.

151.
152.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Can certain areas be heated without heating other
par t s of the buil di ng ?~-:-~-:----=-_
When the temperature outside is low enough to require
heating of rooms a temperature of
is maintained
in the library?
How is ventilation provided? ______.______________~--Do the ventilating facilities assure a proper supply of
clean outside air and its circulation in all parts of
the building?~__--~~~~~
Are direct drafts avoided by this type of ventilation?
How well have provisions been made for proper conditioning
of air in the library?
How adequately are the regulating facilities used to
assure proper air conditions continuously in the
library?
How attentive are librarians and pupils to proper
condition of air in the library?
How effectively is the available flexibility used
with reference to the library facilities?

153. Do all rooms in the library have adequate exits to
safety?______--~----

154. Do all outside doors-open outward?~-~--~~-------155.

156.

Are all outside doors equipped with safety locks
which open from the inside?
What type of floor covering------~~---------------is used?~_______________
Is it slippery?
Noiseless?

-------------

(

)

How well are such conditions for safety met in the
library?
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)

How effectively are deficiencies, if any, oeing
corrected; if provisions are good, how well p~e
they being maintained?

, Depth
from floor
Number of sections of bookcases

157. Shelves: Length
158.
159.

, Height

Is the shelving spa.ce adequate for present
needs?
:B. Is the ~~~~------~~--~~--~~---------shelving s.uace adequate for future
growth? __~________~~~____~__________~_____
Check equipment possessed. If more than one, place
the number on the blank instead of a check mark.
Open shelves
:Bulletin boards
Sectional bookcases
Pamphlet files
---- Unit cupboards
Picture files
--- Shelves adjustable
--- CUnning files
Wall shelves
La.nt~rn slide files
Stack shelves
Verticle files
Reading tables
Huseum case
Charging desk
Dictionary case or
Librarian's desk
stand
--- Shelves for nunils' books
Atlas case or stand
Deposit room- f;r pupils' books--- Typewriter
:Book truck
---- Telephone
Card catalogue case
Movable blackboard
Librarian's locker
Return bax for books
A.

160.

:==:

:=
(
(
(
VIII.

)
)
)

How
How
Ho",
for

adequately' axe these facilities provided?
extensively are these facilities provided?
well do pupils discharge their responsibility
the proper use and care of library facilities?

Special Characteristics of Library Service
161.

What are the best elements or ch?xacter:i.stics of the
libraxy
service?
A. ________________________________________________
___
13. ___________________________________________________

C.

~~------~~--~~--~--~--~----~------~~--In what
respects is it least adequate or in greatest
need
of
improvement?
A ________________________________________________
___
o

:B. ___________________________________________________
InC.~~------~~--~~~--~------~~~~~~~--~
what respects has it been improved within the last
twoA. ________________________________________________
years?
___
:B.
C. __________________________________________________

---------------------------------------------------

-110What inrproveraents are now being made, or are
definitely planned for the future?

~-----------------------------------------B.
C. -------------------------------------------------(

)

(

162.

How well does the library service accord with the
school's popu12.tion and the comnru.ni ty?
How well does the library service meet the needs of
the school population and the community?
Kindly give any general statement which you may have
relative to your library situation which has not been
covered in the information sheet.
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APPENDIX

)3.

TE..\OHERS t USE OF THE LIBRARY Q,UESTIOl:n.'TAlBE
(This is a copy of the questionnaire answered by the teachers
of the

5 high

schools investigated.)

Please fill blanks and return immediately to principal.

-------------_..School--,------Subjects

Name

I.

-- If so.

Do you calIon the library for specific book lists?
how often?

-

II.

---

taught

------- If not.

why?

--

Are you furnished by the librarian source material on units
studied in your classes? ______________

III.

IV.

If so, list such units:

Do you encourage students to use the library for leisure reading?
If so, list devices used to encourage such usage:

V.

List items which, if put into effect, would enable the library
and the library staff to serve your needs more efficiently:
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